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xABSTRACT
The Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Adrenal (HPA) axis is susceptible to environmental influence and
plays an important role in the development of antisocial behavior. This dissertation in six chapters
provides clarity into the role of environmental impact on the HPA axis, and the way those changes
may inform antisocial behavior, through three empirical investigations. Chapter three describes the
impact of race related inequities and the impact those experiences have on the developing HPA axis.
Chapter four describes the reactivity patterns of two adrenal hormones (cortisol and DHEA(s)) in
the prediction of callous unemotional traits. Chapter five describes the HPA regulatory role of
glucocorticoid receptor genotype and pituitary volume in the prediction of antisocial behavior.
In sum, these investigations provide novel evidence clarifying how the HPA axis changes across
development and contributes to antisocial behavior.
1CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Life experiences across development have dramatic consequences for health and behavior in
human beings (Barker, 2004). The literature detailing the relationship between childhood adverse
experiences and both mental health (Edwards et al., 2003) and physical health (Felitti, 2009; Nurius
et al., 2017) later in life is unambiguous. The experiences people have as they grow and develop
interact with their genetic code to inform their individual trajectory (Owen, 2006). However, across
developmental timepoints, the specific context-driven changes that happen on a biological level are
often contradictory or ambiguous (Dismukes et al., 2015b; Saxbe, 2008) A pervasive problem in
developmental neuroscience is that biological parameters fluctuate within an individual and across
environmental contexts in a systematically noisy fashion. Researchers can link childhood expe-
riences to adult health outcomes unambiguously, but the physiological mechanisms underpinning
this relationship often remain obscure.
This dissertation clarifies how the stress response system changes across early development
based on early life experiences, and how this potentially impacts health and behavior such as the
development of antisocial behavior and the especially pernicious development of Callous Unemo-
tional (CU) Traits. This dissertation further explores how individual differences moderate these
relationships. This broad research focus can be distilled into achievable incremental additions to
the extant literature across three empirical investigations with specific foci, which constitute the
goals of this dissertation:
• To describe important individual differences such as race and correlates of racial inequity in
the development of the HPA axis across infancy (paper 1);
• To describe the relationship between early experience and the development of antisocial be-
havior, and the potential moderating role of glucocorticoid receptor genotype, pituitary gland
volume and sex (paper 2);
2• To describe the relationship between early experience and reactive cortisol and DHEA(s) in
the prediction of callous unemotional traits (paper 3).
In order to provide a framework for considering these three studies in the context of the broader
literature, this dissertation is organized in the following manner:
1. A brief introductory chapter (the present chapter);
2. A Literature Review chapter, encompassing:
(a) Bronfenbrenner and ecological context, and;
(b) Gene science and the regulation of physiological parameters, and;
(c) A review of epigenetic evidence characterizing the interaction between genes and the
environment.
3. Three empirical papers:
(a) The development of the cortisol response to dyadic stressors in black and white infants
(b) Callous unemotional traits are associated with blunted cortisol and increased DHEA(s)
reactivity to stress
(c) Etiology of antisocial behavior: novel genetic and neuroendocrine pathways
4. A discussion and synthesis of the empirical work informing this dissertation
3CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
This review of the current literature encompasses four overarching topic areas: (1) A brief
historical review and modern perspective on the biomarkers employed in this study, (2) an overview
of theories that informed the three papers employed in this dissertation, (3) a specific review of
the biomarkers included in the three papers employed in this dissertation proposal, and (4) a
specific review of the behavioral outcomes included in the three papers employed in this dissertation
proposal.
2.1 Biomarkers in the Social Sciences: A Historical Context and Modern
Perspective
One of the most common tools used in developmental neuroscience is the study of biomarkers.
Biomarkers, such as hormone levels or recordings of heart rhythms, are measurable substances that
index the internal state of an organism. Biomarkers are not independent of one another (Shirtcliff
et al., 2015); they are synergistic and environmentally contingent. A synergistic perspective allows
that biological systems rarely act in isolation. Perturbations in one system have ramifications
across related systems, in a network of cascading events (Dismukes et al., 2015b; Shirtcliff et al.,
2015). This coordinated behavior has profound ramifications for behavior (Johnson et al., 2013).
Additionally, an environmentally contingent perspective allows that these internal relationships
among biological systems vary with environmental context. Biomarkers are interconnected with
each other, and with the wider environmental context.
The genesis of biomarker research was relatively straightforward: start from the generally ac-
cepted proposition that biological processes matter for health and behavioral outcomes, and work
backward. Finding and quantifying biomarkers for relevant outcomes has been a priority for NIH
in recent years. In 1995, there were less than a thousand grants and less than 10 thousand publi-
4cations examining biomarkers; in 2011, there were more than 5 thousand grants and 40 thousand
publications on that same topic. However, at least in terms of clinical diagnostics, “the impact
thus far...has been dismal,” (Anderson et al., 2013). The full promise of biomarker research has
not been born out.
This is partially because the term biomarker is ambiguous - it can refer to an index of trait-level
risk or resilience just as easily as an index of state level reactivity (Davis et al., 2015), (or, as is
the case with the hormone cortisol, both). Examining a biomarker as a product of just genes or
environment is not as productive as examining a biomarker as a function of both.
I have attempted to confront the challenge of interconnected and changing biology in three
ways: (1) a narrow, longitudinal focus on the developing stress response system, centered on the
critical periods of infancy and adolescence, (2) a focus on individual differences, and (3) a focus
on critical health and behavioral outcomes such as the development of antisocial behavior and
callous unemotional traits. But first, it is worth examining the biology and theory that led to this
dissertation in greater detail.
2.1.1 Theories that Inform Variation in Biomarkers of the Stress Response System
An almost limitless number of theoretical approaches could be considered relevant for the assess-
ment of biomarkers of the stress response system. However, throughout this dissertation, biomarker
outcomes of the SRS are discussed in terms of a conversation between environmental context and
biological predisposition. This necessitates examining each of these components individually, and
the best lens for doing so is a review of relevant gene science and a discussion of environmen-
tal context informed by Bronfenbrenner’s ecological systems theory. I address these dual avenues
individually.
2.1.1.1 The Nurture of Biomarkers: Ecological Context and Bronfenbrenner
Biomarkers vary across multiple levels of analysis (Cicchetti and Dawson, 2002). The genetic
and epigenetic levels of analysis within a human being constitute a core source of variance in
5biomarker expression. Environment also plays a critical role. For environmental context, ecological
systems theory (Bronfenbrenner, 2009) provided a scaffolding for hypothesis generation for each of
the papers included in this dissertation.
Bronfenbrenner has been historically conceptualized simply as a theory of contextual influence
on development, but this is an inadequate assessment (Tudge, 2016). In the late 1990’s ecological
systems theory was re-branded as as bioecological theory and operationalized as a person-process-
context-time model (PPCT). This “mature” formulation of the ecological theory begun twenty
years previously extends and focuses this theoretical perspective, and is important to accurately
describe, given the prominence this theory played in hypothesis generation for the studies that
constitute this dissertation.
Process forms a cornerstone of Bronfenbrenner’s mature theory and consists of, “...processes
of progressively more complex reciprocal interaction between an active, evolving biopsychological
human organism and the persons, objects, and symbols in its immediate external environment,”
(Bronfenbrenner and Morris, 1998). Bronfenbrenner placed at the forefront language highlighting
the evolving biopsychological human organism. This is especially clear when person-level charac-
teristics are considered: though Bronfenbrenner acknowledged the biological and genetic aspect of
the individual (Bronfenbrenner and Ceci, 1994), he placed special emphasis on the characteristics a
person carried with them, which he called demand, resource, and force (Tudge et al., 2009). These
comprise the characteristics an individual brings into an interaction, ranging from demographics to
temperament and personality. Some of these characteristics are static, and some change over time,
which leads to the fourth prong of the extended PPCT framework of ecological systems theory:
that “all aspects of the PPCT model can be thought of in terms of relative constancy and change.
This is true whether one is thinking about developing individuals themselves, the types of activities
and interactions in which they engage, or the various microsystems in which they are situated,”
(Tudge et al., 2009). As Bronfenbrenner developed his theory, time came to play a more and more
prominent role in his framework.
6These extensions to ecological systems theory which developed into the PPCT model still carry,
at their heart, the role of context. Like the perspective that biomarker change within individuals
is best served by utilizing a granular approach starting with the genome, environmental context is
best served by taking as broad an approach as possible. The level of the macrosystem provides a
broad-based vantage point for considering ecological context, given that it captures the variance
accounted for by the largest vantage point within reason - the level of government, religion, war and
other cultural aspects, at scale. The exosystem provides a more refined vantage point, and narrows
the lens of focus to the neighborhood and extended family. The level of the exosystem plays a
critical role in shaping biomarkers (Theall et al., 2017). The micro and mesosystems constitute
the most proximal environments of the child, and describe his or her immediate environment and
the connections between components of that environment; it is the micro and meso system which
drove the majority of conceptual framing of environmental context in this dissertation. However,
each chapter in this dissertation incorporates ecological systems theory to a greater or lesser ex-
tent. Chapter three (The development of the cortisol response to dyadic stressors in black and
white infants) describes the development of the stress response system over the first year of life,
and describes between-individual variation as a function of both micro, exo and macro system vari-
ables. Chapter four (Callous unemotional traits are associated with blunted cortisol and increased
DHEA(s) reactivity to stress) employs an RCT of institutional care versus high-quality foster care
in Romania, employing all the levels of ecological systems theory. Chapter five (Etiology of CU
traits: novel genetic and neuroendocrine pathways) describes the impact of the microsystem on
mechanistic components underpinning the HPA axis.
2.1.2 The Nature of Biomarkers: Gene Science and biomarker regulation
In his announcement of the completion of the Human Genome Project (HGP) in 2000, President
Bill Clinton said this:
“We are here to celebrate the completion of the first survey of the entire human genome.
Without a doubt, this is the most important, most wondrous map ever produced by
7human kind...which will revolutionize the diagnosis, prevention and treatment of most,
if not all, human diseases.”
Needless to say, as yet, this prediction has not come to pass. Indeed, the legacy of the HGP has
been viewed by many as a disappointment. While much good has come of the project in subsequent
years, it has mainly been in the area of methodology over clinical applications.
The same year that President Clinton made his remarks, Eric Turkheimer published “Three
Laws of Behavior Genetics and what they mean” (Turkheimer, 2000). These three laws: that
behavioral traits are heritable, that the effect of family is smaller than the effect of genes, and that
a substantial portion of variance in behavior is not accounted for by either genes or families, were
proposed under (Turkheimer’s words) the “gloomy prospect” of the HGP. Turkheimer feared that,
going forward, “individual investigators would obtain ’results’ which would then fail to replicate
and accumulate into a coherent theory because the simple statistical model did not fit the complex
developmental process to which it was applied (2000).” He was prescient and correct. Results in
behavioral genetics have often failed to replicate, and statistical shortcomings have played a role in
this. It is also the case that, by reducing the complexity of developmental processes to a statistical
issue, the full, unadulterated complexity of chaotic etiology is still given short shrift. Fifteen years
later, in a follow up to Turkheimer’s three laws, Chabris and colleagues argue that there is a fourth
law of Behavioral Genetics: A typical human behavioral trait is associated with very many genetic
variants, each of which accounts for a very small percentage of the behavioral variability (Chabris
et al., 2015). This formulation acknowledges that genes realistically operate in polygenic networks.
This formulation still does not account for the additional layer that interaction with environmental
context influences gene expression.
Genes cannot be ignored. They are the template for every protein made in the human body and
the foundation for biomarker research. Alternatively, genes are not destiny. Relative expression
changes as a function of environmental circumstance, detailed by a vague cluster of process referred
to as epigenetics.
82.1.3 Epigenetics and the Gene-Environment Relationship
Epigenetics is the study of how genes are regulated, without change to the actual sequence of
DNA in a cell. Functionally, epigenetics is the study of changes in gene expression, and sits at
the center of the gene-environment balance and helps explain the perplexing reality that DNA is
unchanging, yet each individual develops differently. The genome alone is insufficient to explain
such developmental complexity. Epigenetic processes represent a vital line of inquiry for describing
between- and within-individual change over time. Given that the core processes that constitute
epigenetics can be environmentally mediated, epigenetics is emerging as a key set of biological pro-
cesses for study in environmentally informed developmental science across the life span. Epigenetics
is a core part of the underlying mechanism that links development, biology and the environment,
shaping both within and between individual differences across the life span, and potentially even
across generations.
2.1.3.1 Epigenetics: Definitions and Historical Context
Epigenetics has received increased attention in the last decade, despite the fact that Wadding-
ton coined the phrase in the 1940’s (Waddington, 2012; Goldberg et al., 2007). Epigenetics was an
attempt to reconcile and merge the discrete fields of developmental biology and genetics (Holliday,
2006) into a new theory of human development that stipulated that the early embryo was undif-
ferentiated, and species-specific differentiation took place “on top of” genetic programming. Early
conceptualizations of epigenetics encapsulated any process that modified the relationship between
genotype, the specific alleles within an individual inherited from their parents, and phenotype, the
outward expression of a specific trait or set of traits that defines an individual. Waddington was
fond of referring to the “epigenetic landscape” which he drew as a physical plane (defined by genes)
shaped into hills and valleys (the epigenetic regulatory layer) which combined to determine how a
ball rolling downhill would move (cellular differentiation). Over the course of development, these
hills become grooves as experience “canalizes” development along a particular trajectory. The term
(and the field) have evolved over time and added mechanism to this model. Epigenetics at present
9refers to the study of the molecular processes that lead to changes in gene expression, but are not
the result of alterations in the DNA sequence (Dupont et al., 2009; Morris, 2001). The scope of this
term is relevant as epigenetics is centrally viewed as the direct interaction between development,
genes, and the environment.
2.1.3.2 Epigenetic Timing
Early development is a time for rapid change and molding. Epigenetic processes unfold across
the lifespan, but substantial remodeling of both epigenetic marks and neural circuitry occurs early
in development, suggesting the pre- and post-natal windows and potentially adolescence and the
transition through puberty are valuable targets for “setting the trajectory” of human development.
From this perspective, epigenetics helps solve the conundrum which results from the fact that the
same genotype can lead to varied outcomes.
Extending the idea that epigenetics operates at the intersection of social and environmental
context and biological adaptation within the individual suggests a potential mechanism explaining
the developmental origins of health and disease (Barker, 2004; Barker et al., 2001). This devel-
opmental theory suggests that disparities in disease and mortality emerge from early experiences
(Shiell et al., 2001). Developmental Origins theory extends to infancy and even prenatally, and
acknowledges that the environment within the earliest years of life shapes health trajectories. Func-
tional differences in the cardiovascular, neuroendocrine and immune systems also vary based on
epigenetic differences (McGowan et al., 2009; Saban et al., 2014). These same physiological sys-
tems are altered throughout the lifespan, potentially in response to negative early life experiences
(Bogdarina et al., 2007; Seckl and Holmes, 2007; Miller and Ho, 2008). Given these convergent
lines of research, it is worthwhile to account for epigenetic changes associated with environmental
perturbations that contribute to health and behavioral outcomes. This vantage point highlights the
importance of early adversity, and epigenetic processes may provide novel mechanistic insight into
the link between early experience and mental and physical health. These epigenetic processes likely
precede detectable changes in developmental and health outcomes, setting the stage for targeted
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interventions long before adverse outcomes have canalized development along an adverse trajectory
(Waddington, 2012).
2.1.3.3 Epigenetic Mechanisms
DNA is the repository of transferrable information in living organisms, transcribed into mes-
senger RNA (mRNA), and translated into proteins. Protein formation is neither as simple nor as
linear as this description suggests. DNA is like a library: the genome represents a profound amount
of information that is tightly packaged into chunks which are accessed and read for meaning. Most
DNA is not expressed into proteins, just as most library books remain on the shelves. If DNA
is a library, epigenetic regulation is the librarian: selecting, organizing, promoting and restricting
access.
Functionally, epigenetics refers to numerous discrete but inter-operative processes that modulate
gene expression at different stages in the pathway from a gene to protein product. This term
represents a related, often coordinated, set of processes, but does not refer to any single molecular
process. These processes control access to DNA, the stability of RNA transcripts, and the efficiency
of translation into proteins. Epigenetic processes may exist in equilibrium with each other, as is
common in many regulatory and counter-regulatory biological processes that promote adaptation
within the organism. This is worth emphasizing as our understanding of the diversity and intricate
complexity of epigenetic processes continues to grow.
There are two main mechanisms of Epigenetic regulation worth noting: methylation and histone
acetylation.
DNA methylation was first characterized in 1980 (Razin and Riggs, 1980). Methylation mod-
ulates nucleotides, the basic structural unit of DNA, by adding a methyl group to the nucleotide
cytosine. This conversion mostly (but not exclusively) occurs at Cytosine-phosphate-Guanine din-
ucleotides, which in mammals tend to be concentrated in the regulatory regions of genes. The
addition of methyl groups influences DNA structure in a repressive way and also interferes with
transcriptional machinery reading DNA to convert the DNA sequence to mRNA. A common anal-
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ogy is that methylated CpG sites act as a speedbump for transcription or, returning to the library
analogy, a librarian restricting access to a book.
DNA is wound around four pairs of basic proteins, called histones. The specific complex of
DNA around a histone is known as a nucleosome, a major functional epigenetic unit. Histones are
modified through acetylation and deacetylation, which are controlled by a series of enzymes that
attach acetyl groups to, or remove them from, specific amino acids within the histone cores (Moore,
2015). In general, acetylation is associated with transcriptional activation, or “turning on” of a gene
(Allis et al., 2007). Deacetylation is associated with transcriptional silencing through tightening of
the chromatin spool. Histone modification is considered to be one of the more dynamic epigenetic
processes.
2.1.3.4 Epigenetics: Final Thoughts
Genetics details the sequence of nucleotides in a person, but genes are not destiny. These
nucleotides form the template for transcription and subsequent protein coding in cells, but it is the
epigenetic layer which operates to influence how genes are expressed. Epigenetic change sits at the
fulcrum of several spheres (e.g. environmental, biological, social factors), and as such, it is exciting
to consider how these spheres operate simultaneously as a function of multiple inter-dependent
relationships. Traditional theoretical models of within and between individual change prioritize the
infant window as an origin point for later health and disease, and epigenetics extends this vantage
point through mechanistic pathways.
Biological pathways may represent an important metrics by which to measure treatment efficacy.
Hearkening back to Waddington, the organism develops as an integrated whole, and biological
and behavioral outcomes will converge as the organism’s development adapts to the environment.
Failure to correct the underlying biological “scars” may lead to undetected elevated risk, which
over time, manifest as behavioral problems. Epigenetics illustrates that the environment matters
not only at the level of behavior and socioemotional functioning but also leaves an imprint under
the skin.
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This emerging perspective has five important implications. First, epigenetics is best concep-
tualized as an ongoing, reciprocal relationship between environment and biology, as opposed to
a linear relationship of cause and consequence. This developmental perspective introduces more
variability into the developing human and minimizes the role of discrete pathological states in favor
of a network of fluctuating processes.
Second, even small disruptions in critical periods can, unfortunately, have profound impacts
across the life course if left uninterrupted. Epigenetic changes operate mechanistically on the root
code of human beings. Decreasing flexibility was emphasized by Waddington’s notion of experien-
tial canalization, which increasingly narrows over time. Alternatively, epigenetics also allows for
ontogenetic change (albeit slowly) to unfold, rather than for individuals to be constrained by their
phylogenetic heritage. The nature of a flexible, malleable system of regulation of gene expression is
that environmental impacts can have outsized effects over compounded time as epigenetic flexibility
narrows.
Third, developmental malleability operates as both a risk factor and an opportunity. Even
though the empirical focus of epigenetic investigation to date has been on negative experiences, the
malleability of epigenetic pathways also represents an opportunity through which prevention and
intervention efforts may result in profound positive changes.
Fourth, epigenetics cannot be considered a single phenomenon, but instead is best thought of
as a set interactive processes that achieve a specific downstream goal of altering gene expression.
This complexity illustrates that fundamentally epigenetics is an adaptive process, wherein multiple
regulatory and counter-regulatory processes operate in a dynamic which can only be understood
with a sense of the context to which the individual is adapting.
The fifth implication is one which is perhaps the most relevant and yet controversial. Because
epigenetic processes are linked but discrete, environmental change can propagate across these epige-
netic processes. Methylation and histone modification work in a coordinated fashion and therefore
changes that shift equilibrium points in any one of these systems will likely be felt across all of them.
This suggests that intervention efforts at the level of the DNA or epigenome are facing an uphill
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battle, in which other cellular events are likely to work against subtle epigenetic effects. Instead, a
cascade of cellular events are expected to unfold in a coordinated manner which allows the develop-
ing human to adapt in response to these earliest environmental interventions. In the end, it is likely
that genetic, epigenetic and cellular levels of analysis all work together, across development. These
summative changes, or, as Sapolsky put it, the de facto invocation of all underpinning explanatory
factors, coordinate to facilitate adaptation. One way this can be measured is through biomarkers.
2.2 Biomarkers of Stress: What Gets Measured and Why?
The biomarkers under consideration in this dissertation broadly fall under the category of
indices of the stress response system. This is because these biomarkers, most notably cortisol, play
an important role in the etiology of critical health and behavioral outcomes across the lifespan
such as the development of callous unemotional traits. Starting with the HPA axis as the central
SRS component under consideration, each biomarker encountered in this dissertation is described
below.
I have described the variance in biomarkers as a conversation taking place between genes, gene
regulation, and environmental context (see Figure 2.1), about which only a very limited amount
of information is available. The biomarkers chosen for the studies in this dissertation are selected
on the grounds that they are relevant for health and behavioral outcomes and environmentally
contingent, and thus important for characterizing on a granular level.
2.2.1 The HPA Axis
The HPA axis is a biochemical cascade initiated within limbic regions of the brain, which
culminates in the production of cortisol from the adrenal gland (Herman et al., 2007). The HPA
axis has been implicated in the development of health outcomes including cardiovascular disease
(Walker, 2007), diabetes (Chan et al., 2003), and stroke (Rosmond and Bjo¨rntorp, 2000), as well
as internalizing and externalizing behaviors (Ruttle et al., 2011) including depression (Adam et al.,
2010; Petrowski et al., 2010; Grant et al., 2009), anxiety (Vreeburg et al., 2010; Petrowski et al.,
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Figure 2.1: The Development of The Stress Response
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2010) and socially costly behavioral clusters such as the presence of callous unemotional (CU)
traits (Gostisha et al., 2014; Hawes et al., 2009; Loney et al., 2006). This makes the HPA axis an
important etiological component informing important health and behavioral outcomes.
Beyond association with longitudinal outcomes, the HPA axis changes with life experiences,
most notably with early life adversity (ELA) (Heim et al., 2008; Tarullo and Gunnar, 2006). Adults
who were maltreated as children often demonstrate altered cortisol patterns (Gunnar and Vazquez,
2006; Tarullo and Gunnar, 2006). As research findings are extended to youth and expanded to
include reactivity, there is less consistency in the directionality of the findings. For some time
it was predicted that greater ELA would lead to hyperreactive patterns of the HPA axis across
stressor paradigms; however, this has not been verified and the question of stress exposure in
early life leading to stress resilience or stress vulnerability remains unanswered, however, numerous
findings suggest that ELA shapes the way the HPA axis responds to stress (Gunnar et al., 2009a;
Heim et al., 2008; McLaughlin et al., 2015).
2.2.2 Beyond Cortisol
Cortisol is a common metric of the stress response system and is featured prominently in this
dissertation as a directly measured outcome of interest in studies 2 and 3. However, my research
and this dissertation utilize more than just cortisol, given that a core philosophical standpoint is
that biomarkers are interrelated, and mechanistically, this begins at the level of the genome and
epigenome.
2.2.2.1 Pituitary Volume and Genotype
Chapter four examines the impact of early life experience on the volume of the pituitary gland
using structural MRI. The pituitary gland is a core intermediate of the HPA axis, processing Cor-
ticotropin Releasing Hormone (CRH) released from the hypothalamus and secreting Adrenocorti-
cotropic Hormone (ACTH) to the Adrenal cortex, which subsequently releases cortisol. Variation
in pituitary volume could potentially inform cortisol secretory patterns. Additionally, for gluco-
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corticoids to be effective, they must bind to a receptor. Variation in functional regions of the
glucocorticoid receptor gene could have important consequences for the entire scope of the HPA
axis. Chapter five examines one such polymorphism (BCL 1: rs 41423247) in the GR gene. Both
of these sources of individual variation in the HPA pathway are linked to health outcomes in the
form of Callous Unemotional Traits.
2.2.2.2 DHEA(s)
Cortisol and the SRS are regulated by more than just genetic, epigenetic and structural input;
other hormones such as Dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) vary with cortisol and potentially serve
regulatory functions. DHEA and its sulfated form DHEA(s) are steroid hormones produced both
centrally and peripherally by the adrenal cortex and gonads, which fluctuate in response to social
stressors (Dismukes et al., 2016; Lennartsson et al., 2012; Maninger et al., 2009; Shirtcliff et al.,
2007) and share a very similar release cascade with cortisol Shirtcliff et al. (2015); Dismukes et al.
(2015a,b). DHEA is considered a part of the stress response system and is often thought to play an
antagonistic role to cortisol, serving as an antiglucocorticoid to mitigate the impact of glucocorticoid
release (Boudarene et al., 2002; Dismukes et al., 2016). Given the socially responsive and potentially
anti-glucocorticoid nature of DHEA, Chapter four utilized this hormone as an additional outcome
of interest, and further linked reactive DHEA(s) to CU traits, given emerging evidence suggesting
a link between this hormone and the CU trait cluster (Johnson et al., 2014; Kimonis et al., 2017).
2.3 Health and Behavioral Outcomes
Both chapters four and five explicitly link biomarkers of the SRS to the development of antisocial
behavior and specifically callous Unemotional traits. Callous-Unemotional (CU) traits are defined
by a lack of guilt and remorse, a lack of concern for the feelings of others, reduced impulse control,
shallow or superficial expression of emotions, and a lack of concern about important activities
(Frick and White, 2008). These traits often lead to problematic outcomes including delinquency
and aggressiveness and are notoriously difficult to treat (Dadds et al., 2005; Frick, 2009; Salekin
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and Frick, 2005). CU traits have been proposed as an especially pernicious characteristic within
youth exhibiting conduct problems and/or antisocial behavior (Frick et al., 2014). Understanding
the etiological mechanisms underpinning CU traits is of paramount importance for researchers,
clinicians, and policy makers. Despite this critical need, the etiological processes contributing to
the development of CU remains understudied.
While relatively stable, antisocial behavior and specifically CU traits are subject to environ-
mental influence longitudinally (Lynam et al., 2007) and vary with early experience (Marshall and
Cooke, 1999). The timing of early life adversity, type, and severity can all influence downstream
outcomes at the individual and societal level (Horwitz et al., 2001; Manly et al., 1994). The mecha-
nisms underlying transmission are vital for treatment programming. Yet, mechanisms linking ELA
and the development of CU traits remain obscure. Disentangling the childhood roots of behavioral
health outcomes is a vitally important step for the development of robust health promotion and
disease prevention strategies (Shonkoff et al., 2009).
This dissertation has the explicit goals of characterizing development of the Stress Response
System and linking the SRS to antisocial behavior and CU traits in a narrow and defined manner.
The Stress Response System has emerged as a likely candidate for the neurobiological underpin-
nings of empathy and callousness because cortisol is responsive to social information processing.
Hypoarousal of the HPA axis mechanistically relate to antisocial behavior through the concept of
social information processing. Thus we have a framework that extends longitudinally from early
experience through biomarkers and regulatory components of the SRS to behavior.
Taken in sum, this literature review highlights that early experiences are highly relevant for the
developing child, likely manifest through changes in the HPA axis, and likely inform health and be-
havior through HPA-mediated pathways. However, there are many specifics of this developmentally-
informed framework that need clarification. The three studies in this dissertation add clarity by
addressing important individual differences such as race and correlates of racial inequity in the de-
velopment of the HPA axis across infancy (paper 1); the relationship between early experience and
reactive cortisol and DHEA(s) in the prediction of callous unemotional traits (paper 2); and the
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relationship between early experience and the development of antisocial behavior, and the potential
moderating role of glucocorticoid receptor genotype and pituitary volume and sex (paper 3). This
is not an exhaustive examination of the relationship between early experience, the HPA axis, and
health and behavioral outcomes, but each of these studies provides incremental value to overall
understanding of how the environment, biology and health are connected from a developmental
perspective.
2.4 Organization and Integration of Study Themes
Each of the papers presented in this dissertation serve the broader goal of clarifying aspects of
stress response system adaptation across early development as a function of early life experiences,
and/or characterizing potential impact on health and behavior such as the development of antisocial
behavior and CU Traits. Table 2.1 summarizes the research questions posed by each study, and





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































As established in the literature review, this dissertation is predicated upon the idea that early
experience interacts and informs the development of the HPA axis, and this in turn manifests in
observable changes in health and behavior. A visualization of this idea, beginning with the base
premise, layering on individual differences, and lastly, demonstrating which aspects of the model
are tested in each paper, is presented in figure 2.2.
Each of the papers included in this dissertation contributes to answering important, understud-
ied aspects of the development of the HPA axis. In order to facilitate evaluation of the methods
employed in each paper, Table 2.2 summarizes each measure, with relevant citations for validity
and reliability in table 2.3.
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Figure 2.2: Overview of Study Design and Hypotheses
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SES Index Score (1)
EOD Experiences of Discrimination Scale (2)
RS Racial Socialization Scale (3)
ULSS Urban Life Stressors Scale (4)
Race Maternal Self Report
Age Gestational Age at delivery
Sex Maternal Report
Condition Summary
SSP 12 Month Strange Situation Procedure (5)
SF 4 Month Strange Situation Procedure (6)
Outcome Summary





Genotype BCL1 Receptor Genotype (8)
CTQ Childhood Trauma Questionnaire (9)












Treatment Group Foster Care RCT (12)




TSST Trier Social Stress Task (14)
Outcome Summary
Cortisol Task-centered Sampling of Salivary Cortisol (15)
DHEA(s) Task-centered Sampling of Salivary DHEA(s) (16)
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Table 2.3: References for Study Measures
Number Reference
1 Unpublished rating scale by Katherine Theall, Department of Public Health, Tulane University (ktheall@tulane.edu)
2
Krieger, N., Smith, K., Naishadham, D., Hartman, C., & Barbeau, E. M. (2005). Experiences of discrimination: validity
and reliability of a self-report measure for population health research on racism and health.
Soc. Sci. Med., 61(7), 1576-1596. doi:10.1016/j.socscimed.2005.03.006
3
Hughes, D., & Chen, L. (1997). When and What Parents Tell Children About Race: An Examination of Race-Related
Socialization Among African American Families. Appl. Dev. Sci., 1(4), 200-214. doi:10.1207/s1532480xads0104 4
4
Jaffee, K. D., Liu, G. C., Canty-Mitchell, J., Qi, R. A., Austin, J., & Swigonski, N. (2005). Race, urban community
stressors, and behavioral and emotional problems of children with special health care needs. Psychiatr. Serv., 56(1), 63-69.
doi:10.1176/appi.ps.56.1.63
5
Ainsworth, M. D., Blehar, M. C., Waters, E., & Wall, S. N. (2015). Patterns of Attachment: A,Psychological Study
of the Strange Situation: Psychology Press.
6
Tronick, E., Als, H., Adamson, L., Wise, S., & Brazelton, T. B. (1978). The infant’s response to entrapment
between contradictory messages in face-to-face interaction. J. Am. Acad. Child Psychiatry, 17(1), 1-13.
7 https://www.salimetrics.com/assay-kit/cortisol-salivary-elisa-eia-kit
8
Van Rossum, E. F., Koper, J. W., Van Den Beld, A. W., Uitterlinden, A. G., Arp, P., Ester, W., Grobbee, D. E. (2003).
Identification of the BclI polymorphism in the glucocorticoid receptor gene: association with sensitivity to glucocorticoids
in vivo and body mass index. Clinical endocrinology, 59(5), 585-592.
9
Bernstein, D. P., Ahluvalia, T., Pogge, D., & Handelsman, L. (1997). Validity of the Childhood Trauma Questionnaire
in an adolescent psychiatric population. Jounral of the American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, 36(3), 340-348.
10 Frick, P. J., & Hare, R. D. (2001). Antisocial process screening device: APSD: Multi-Health Systems Toronto.
11
Ganella, D. E., Allen, N. B., Simmons, J. G., Schwartz, O., Kim, J. H., Sheeber, L., & Whittle, S. (2015).
Early life stress alters pituitary growth during adolescence—A longitudinal study. Psychoneuroendocrinology, 53, 185-194.
12
Smyke, A. T., Zeanah, C. H., Fox, N. A., & Nelson, C. A. (2009). A new model of foster care for young children: the
Bucharest early intervention project. Child and adolescent psychiatric clinics of North America, 18(3), 721-734.
13
Byrd, A. L., Kahn, R. E., & Pardini, D. A. (2013). A Validation of the Inventory of Callous-Unemotional Traits in a Community
Sample of Young Adult Males. Journal of Psychopathology and Behavioral Assessment, 35(1).
https://doi.org/10.1007/s10862-012-9315-4
14
Kirschbaum, C., Pirke, K. M., & Hellhammer, D. H. (1993). The ’Trier Social Stress Test’–a tool for investigating psychobiological
stress responses in a laboratory setting. Neuropsychobiology, 28(1-2), 76-81.
15
McLaughlin, K. A., Sheridan, M. A., Tibu, F., Fox, N. A., Zeanah, C. H., & Nelson, C. A., 3rd. (2015).
Causal effects of the early caregiving environment on development of stress response systems in children.
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America, 112(18), 5637–5642.
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CHAPTER 3. THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CORTISOL RESPONSE TO
DYADIC STRESSORS IN BLACK AND WHITE INFANTS
3.1 Author Contributions
The authors of this paper are, in order: Andrew Dismukes, Elizabeth Shirtcliff, Charles Zeanah,
Christopher Jones, and Stacy Drury. Andrew Dismukes completed the statistical analysis and
drafting of this paper. Coauthors contributed analytic expertise and reviewed and edited drafts
prior to submission.
This paper is submitted to Developmental Psychopathology for inclusion in the special issue
“Cultural Development and Psychopathology”.
3.2 Abstract
Acute reactivity of the stress hormone cortisol is reflective of early adversity and stress exposure,
with some studies finding that the impact of adversity on the stress response differs by race. The
objectives of the current study were to characterize cortisol reactivity to two dyadically-based stress
paradigms across the first year of life, to examine differences in cortisol reactivity between Black
and White infants, and to assess the impact of correlates of racial inequity including socioeconomic
status, experiences of discrimination, urban life stressors and the buffer racial socialization on
cortisol patterns. Salivary cortisol reactivity was assessed at four months of age during the Still
Face Paradigm (SFP) (N=207) and at 12 months of age across the Strange Situation Procedure
(SSP) (N=129). Infants demonstrated the steepest recovery after the SFP and steepest reactivity
to the SSP. Race differences in cortisol were not present at four months but emerged at 12 months
of age, with Black infants having higher cortisol. SES and Experiences of Discrimination (EOD)
showed different effects within Black and White infants, suggesting that disparities in the influence
of poverty and racism are already “under the skin” by one year of age. These findings suggest that
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race-related differences in HPA reactivity are present in infancy, and that the first year of life is a
crucial time period during which interventions and prevention efforts for maternal-infant dyads are
most likely able to shape HPA reactivity thereby mitigating health disparities early across the life
course.
3.3 Introduction
Within the US, Black individuals are more likely than non-Hispanic Whites to experience many
leading causes of death including cardiovascular disease, diabetes, obesity and stroke (Kurian and
Cardarelli, 2007; Wong et al., 2002; Hasson et al., 2015). As recently as 2011, the average lifespan for
Black individuals was 4.3 years less than that of non-Hispanic Whites despite increasing attention to
health disparities (Barr, 2014; Case and Deaton, 2015). This increase in morbidity and mortality
risk in Black individuals likely arises early in development with significant research implicating
alterations in the stress response systems as part of the underlying biological mechanisms. To
date few studies have examined race differences in biological pathways such as the Hypothalamic-
Pituitary-Adrenal (HPA) axis during these early critical developmental windows (Ross and Desai,
2012).
3.3.1 Correlates of Racial Inequity may help explain physiological roots of Health
Disparities
Exploring the earliest development of race differences in HPA function is expected to provide
data to support that alterations to stress physiology are one biological pathway underlying racial
health disparities. Linking this stress biomarker with measures that capture racism may further
elucidate how health disparities emerge. Racism is a stressor disproportionately experienced by
minority populations (Clark et al., 1999). While racism comes in many forms (Black et al., 2015;
Jones, 2000), for the purposes of this paper, we endorse the vantage point that racism constitutes,
“beliefs, attitudes, institutional arrangements, and acts that tend to denigrate individuals or groups
because of phenotypic characteristics or ethnic group affiliation” (Clark et al., 1999). Central to
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this conceptualization is the allocation of resources, given that a core process of racism is the
categorization of populations and the use of this categorization to disproportionally allocate societal
goods and resources to groups regarded as superior (Williams and Mohammed, 2009). As such,
racism constitutes an agglomerated web of processes that culminate in a group of individuals
experiencing racial inequities. These racial inequities have physical and mental health consequences
across the life course (Clark et al., 1999; Harrell et al., 1998; Williams et al., 2003; Pascoe and
Smart Richman, 2009; Krieger, 1990). We focus on the core inequities of racial discrimination,
socioeconomic status and urban life stress exposure in this investigation as they capture objective
and perceived racial inequities disproportionately experienced by minority populations. To avoid
a deficit model approach, we also investigate maternal racial socialization as a potential buffer
(Valencia, 2010).
Discrimination is an integral component of racism that is foundational to the denigration of
minority populations and a contributor to variance in adult and child health outcomes (Williams
et al., 2003). Racial discrimination can be viewed as a cultural process resulting in the enactment of
a cohesive network of values, symbols and practices that are learned and transmitted across genera-
tions and serve the purpose of systematically excluding minority populations (Causadias, 2013). It
is difficult to quantify discrimination as discrimination can vary over time and include single and/or
chronic exposures. Additionally, discrimination can vary on a spectrum from traumatic exposures
to systemic and structural racism to microaggressions (Williams et al., 2003). Kressin et al. (2008)
reviewed 34 measures of discrimination and concluded that few measures were theoretically based
and most assessed only general dimensions of racism. The impact of discrimination on health can
be conceptualized according to a stress and coping model. Stressors high in unpredictability and
uncontrollability are potent predictors of health consequences and these are also core components of
racial discrimination (Williams and Mohammed, 2009). Effects of racial discrimination can be both
cumulative and developmentally-moderated such that exposure to discrimination during sensitive
periods in development are the most likely to result in long term physiological consequences (Doane
et al., 2018). Thus physical health outcomes associated with discrimination may be rooted in the
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role of discrimination as a potent stressor (Clark et al., 1999) impacting biological systems and
leading to negative health and physiologic outcomes including alterations in cortisol and increased
blood pressure (see Pascoe and Smart Richman (2009) for a review).
Beyond the effect of discrimination, socioeconomic status (SES) is also a component of racism
that contributes to health disparities across the lifespan (Schoenbaum and Waidmann, 1997). So-
cioeconomic status refers to “a multidimensional construct comprising diverse socioeconomic factors
(typically, economic resources, power, and/or prestige)” (Braveman et al., 2005). Like discrimi-
nation, this construct is inherently interactive and multidimensional, tied as it is to power, social
hierarchy and access to resources. There are multiple pathways by which socioeconomic status
may impact health, such as the link between socioeconomic status and geographic segregation and
isolation (Iceland and Wilkes, 2006) or the link between socioeconomic status and stress pathways
(Needham et al., 2015). These socioeconomic status pathways are contingent on other variables
(e.g. discrimination) and are not limited to individual accumulated wealth but can operate at or
across the level of the individual, the household, or the neighborhood. While there is variance in
socioeconomic status amongst all populations, Black individuals disproportionately experience low
socioeconomic status in the U.S. According to 2016 data from the United States Federal Reserve
Survey on Consumer Finances, Black families’ median and mean net worth is less than 15 per-
cent that of white families, at $17,600 and $138,200, respectively. Socioeconomic status accounts
for some of the observed racial disparities in health, though disparities by race often persist even
amongst individuals with equivalent levels of socioeconomic status (Williams, 1999). This makes
sense given that race differences in socioeconomic status capture relevant but limited aspects of the
broader domain of racism (Williams et al., 2010). In sum, race/ethnicity and socioeconomic status
are intrinsically linked in the U.S. and the intersectionality of race and socioeconomic status has a
large impact on health (Williams et al., 2016).
Given the location of the parent study in a large urban environment, we also examined the
impact of urban stressors. Urban stressors refer to subjective contextual community-level stressors
as potential sources of psychological and emotional stress experienced by persons living in medium
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to large cities (Jaffee et al., 2005). Like socioeconomic status, stressor exposure is not limited to
minority populations. Nonetheless, these types of stressors are disproportionately experienced by
urban-dwelling Black individuals (Goldmann et al., 2011; Norris, 1992; Williams et al., 2003) in
part because this type of environmental context captures systematic neighborhood disadvantage.
Thus, urban stressors likely impact health and behavior as a facet of stress exposure (Attar et al.,
1994).
Racial socialization, the process by which parents address group disadvantage and the meaning
of race and ethnicity with their children, is proposed to buffer the impact of racial inequity on
health outcomes (Fischer and Shaw, 1999), especially mental health (Hughes et al., 2006). In this
context, racial socialization represents a resilience factor (Brown, 2008; Miller and MacIntosh, 1999;
Miller, 1999) with the potential to mitigate the impact of racial inequalities and discrimination. It
is important to note that racial socialization, from this perspective, is a three-generation process.
Racial socialization is measured in parents of infant offspring, and thus represents the amount of
socialization grandparents engaged in with parents. Racial socialization may buffer infant stress
response by increasing cultural pride and well-being in new parents, although it is also possible
that greater exposure to racial socialization may indirectly index greater cumulative race-related
stress, given that racial socialization and exposure to racism can be correlated (Stevenson and
Arrington, 2009). That is, there may be a greater cultural need for racial socialization within
contexts characterized by high levels of discrimination, so higher scores may reflect increased stress
exposures.
Collectively, these experiences of racial discrimination, low socioeconomic status, and urban life
stressors contribute to the pervasive and recalcitrant racial disparities in health found in the US.
Increased racial socialization may buffer some of these effects. Each of these components of racial
inequity can be thought of as operating, in part, through a tress framework. This impact may not
be direct given that inequities often co-occur and the effects of socioeconomic status, discrimination
and community-level events such as urban life stressors are intertwined. Nonetheless, because each
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of these components of racial inequity can be framed within a stress exposure model, it makes sense
to examine them in conjunction with biological stress pathways.
3.3.2 Cortisol and Race
The Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Adrenal (HPA) axis is a primary stress response system that helps
individuals mobilize resources in response to challenge and adapt to their environment and social
context. The HPA axis begins with production of corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH) in the
hypothalamus and ends with production of cortisol from the adrenal glands. Cortisol has been
traditionally measured using diurnal rhythms (the change in cortisol concentration across the day),
baseline cortisol (waking values), awakening response (the rapid increase in cortisol immediately
after waking), as well as reactivity and recovery (the short-term rise and fall in cortisol through
a proximal stressor). A recent meta-analysis by Adam et al. (2010) demonstrated a relationship
between diurnal cortisol slope and a wide range of mental and physical health problems with the
general pattern for flatter slopes to predict poorer mental and physical health. Cortisol reactivity
and recovery to acute stress are also linked to physical and mental health, with flattened recovery
linked to depression (Burke et al., 2005) and reactivity linked to depression and behavior problems
(Susman et al., 1997), health and weight (Epel et al., 2000, 2001; Gluck et al., 2004), and heart
disease (Hamer et al., 2010). These findings are not ubiquitous given that flattened cortisol reac-
tivity has also been associated with negative physical and mental health outcomes (Phillips et al.,
2013).
Alterations in HPA regulation manifest across the lifespan in individuals exposed to early life
stressors associated with racial inequity (Lupien et al., 2001; Maniam et al., 2014; Miller et al.,
2007). An extant literature demonstrates racial differences in cortisol levels in adolescents and
adults. Korous et al. (2017) suggest that the relation between racial discrimination and cortisol
output is non-linear. Their meta-analysis of participants aged 15-55 reported pronounced acute
cortisol reactivity in response to racial discrimination, and four of six reported studies demonstrated
flattened cortisol diurnal rhythm in response to discrimination. Lower basal cortisol, diminished
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cortisol reactivity (Hostinar et al., 2014) and flattened cortisol diurnal decline across the day (Co-
hen et al., 2006; DeSantis et al., 2007) have been observed in Black youth relative to White youth
as general patterns. These race differences persist even when examining correlates of racial inequity
such as socioeconomic status, life-stress, and adversity (Skinner et al., 2011), suggesting many path-
ways by which the impact of racial inequity can manifest in altered HPA axis regulation. Altered
HPA axis regulation has implications for racial disparities in health across the lifespan. These
alterations are associated with negative health outcomes including cardiovascular disease, diabetes,
obesity and stroke, which also are more prominent in Black compared to White individuals(Walker,
2007; Kurian and Cardarelli, 2007; Wong et al., 2002; Hasson et al., 2015; Broderick et al., 1998;
Rosmond and Bjo¨rntorp, 2000). This vantage point culminates in a traditional formulation of a
stress model by which racism constitutes a source of aversive experiences that, when perceived by
the individual, eventually lead to poor health outcomes (Harrell et al., 1998). Each component
of this framework is potentially a source of targeted, developmentally informed potential interven-
tions, yet the cumulative factors that contribute to race differences in cortisol levels, as well as the
earliest age when measurable differences arise remains ambiguous.
Given the existence of race differences in the HPA axis later in development (Skinner et al.,
2011; Cohen et al., 2006; Hostinar et al., 2014; DeSantis et al., 2007) and the known plasticity of the
HPA axis during the first years of life, it is critical to investigate whether race-related differences
in HPA axis reactivity are emerging in infancy. To our knowledge, only one previous study has
directly tested race differences in infant stress responses. In this study, Japanese infants displayed
increased cortisol reactivity relative to North American White participants (Lewis et al., 1993).
The detection of race differences within the first year of life has significant implications for the
timing and targeting of interventions.
3.3.3 The Current Study
Cortisol reactivity may vary based on the type of stressor. Infants less than 24 months of age
have primarily been studied using pain induction (e.g., vaccinations), discomfort paradigms (e.g.,
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arm restraint), or novelty exposure (e.g, robot task). However, the HPA axis is socially responsive
and the parent-infant relationship defines the infant social world (Gunnar and Donzella, 2002).
Therefore, the targeted use of age-appropriate dyadic stressors may provide substantive information
about the developmental patterns of HPA axis reactivity during the first year of life (Bowlby, 2008;
Tarullo and Gunnar, 2006). The Face to Face interaction procedure, commonly referred to as the
Still Face Paradigm (SFP) (Tronick et al., 1978), induces a stress response by having a caregiver
look at her infant for a short time without responding to the infant’s social cues. In older infants,
the Strange Situation Procedure (SSP) (Ainsworth et al., 2015) uses separation-reunion episodes to
characterize the organization of the infant’s attachment behaviors toward the caregiver. In both the
SFP and the SSP, the mother’s behavior deviates from the infant’s expectation. The mother engages
visually with her child in the SFP, but without expected responsiveness, leading to physiological
stress induction (Haley and Stansbury, 2003). The induction of a physiologic stress response in
the SSP occurs when the mother separates from her infant in an unfamiliar setting (Gunnar et al.,
1996b; Hertsgaard et al., 1995). In both paradigms, maternal behavior and sensitivity, as well as
infant temperament, are thought to contribute to the behavioral and physiological responses of the
infant.
Another challenge in the extant literature on infant development of the HPA axis is that the
majority of HPA axis reactivity data are cross-sectional, precluding the ability to assess devel-
opmental changes (Gunnar et al., 2009b; Jansen et al., 2010). Gunnar and colleagues found an
overall dampening of cortisol reactivity from birth into the second year of life, suggesting that as
infants age the HPA axis becomes less reactive to inoculation stress (1996). In a more recent study
examining dyadic stressors, infants did not show reactivity at 7 months to the still-face procedure
but did show reactivity to the strange situation procedure at 16 months of age (Martinez-Torteya
et al., 2015). These differential longitudinal patterns between painful and dyadic stressors under-
score the need for studies that carefully consider the type and the timing of the stressor. Measuring
longitudinal changes in the HPA axis is vital for understanding how infants biologically integrate
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the caregiving relationship and other early environmental cues, particularly during the first years
of life when both the attachment relationship and the HPA axis are simultaneously developing.
A third challenge is that when looking at longitudinal stress-related physiological studies in
infants, race differences remain largely unexplored. As described above, race differences in cortisol
and health outcomes related to stress are robust when comparing White and Black adults (Brondolo,
2015; Chong et al., 2008; Hajat et al., 2010; Wagner et al., 2015), young adults (Cohen et al., 2006;
Skinner et al., 2011), and adolescents (DeSantis et al., 2007; Hostinar et al., 2014), but it is not yet
known just how early race differences in HPA function can be detected and whether those early
differences are explained by racial inequities.
To address these three challenges, the current study examined cortisol reactivity longitudinally
at four and twelve months of age using two developmentally sensitive dyadic stress paradigms: the
SFP and the SSP. We examined the following research questions:
• Research Question 1: What is the effect of the Still Face Paradigm and the Strange Situation
Procedure on cortisol output?
• Research Question 2: Are there Race differences in cortisol levels, reactivity, and recovery at
the Still Face Paradigm and the Strange Situation Procedure?
• Research Question 3: Do markers of racial inequity, including Socioeconomic Status, Experi-
ences of Discrimination, Urban Life Stressors, and the buffer Racial Socialization, moderate
racial differences in cortisol?




Participants included dyads recruited as part of an ongoing longitudinal cohort study in New
Orleans, Louisiana, designed to examine the effect of cumulative maternal life course and prenatal
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stress on infant and child development. The longitudinal study sought to examine the impact of
maternal life-course adversity on infant stress responsivity and how the mother-infant relationship
influences the development of infant stress response systems. To achieve this goal, the study
conducted age appropriate dyadic stress paradigms at four-months (i.e., Still-Face Paradigm) and
at 12-months of age (i.e., Strange Situation Procedure). A convenience sample of pregnant mothers,
age 18 to 41, was recruited from prenatal and Women, Infant and Children (WIC) clinics, as well
as from other on-going studies of maternal health and pregnancy outcomes at Tulane University.
Mothers were excluded if they were less than 18 years of age. Data on 233 dyads were available for
analysis. Of these, 144 (62%) infants were Black and 111 (48%) were female. Two hundred and
seven individuals had data at 4 months and 129 individuals had data at 12 months and 109 had
full cortisol at both visits. The Tulane University Institutional Review Board approved this study.
3.4.2 Cortisol
Cortisol was obtained contemporaneously with the SFP (age four months) and the SSP (12
months) at the lab. Sample collection occurred 15 minutes after arrival at site, 15 minutes after
peak stress, and 45 minutes after peak stress for each task to track reactivity. Saliva was collected
via Salimetrics SalivaBio Children’s Swab (Rodriguez et al., 2016). For both stressors, cortisol
peak collection was timed based on the expected greatest dyadic stress point: the beginning of the
SFP episode in which the mother looks at her infant with a neutral expression for the SFP and
the second separation period for the SSP. Saliva was centrifuged out of the collection swab and
stored immediately in Wheaton Cryovials at -80C until assayed. Assays were performed on samples
in duplicate using commercially available, validated enzyme-immunoassay (www.salimetrics.com)
kits. Samples with intra-assay coefficients of variation greater than 7% were re-assayed. Plates
with unreliable performance (e.g., standard curves with R2 less than .996 or control samples that
vary by 15% from standardized controls) were re-assayed. Cortisol levels across the SFP and SSP
are available in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: IDS Cortisol by Sample
Condition Collection N Cortisol Mean (SD)
SF 1 207 3.82 (0.95)
2 207 3.93 (0.90)
3 204 3.72 (0.81)
SSP 1 129 3.52 (0.76)
2 128 3.84 (0.85)
3 122 3.86 (0.83)
3.4.3 The Still Face Paradigm (SFP)
The SFP is a validated interactive social stressor that has been used to evaluate infant’s stress
response (Haley and Stansbury, 2003; Lewis and Ramsay, 2005) and regulatory capacities in the
context of the maternal relationship (Tronick et al., 1978). A trained research assistant conducted
the SFP. The following standard procedure was used with three distinct epochs: talking and in-
teracting (two minutes), maternal neutral face and no interaction (two minutes), and resumption
of talking and interaction (two minutes). Twenty seconds of sustained distress resulted in the
termination of the epoch. Infants were seated in an age appropriate chair or car seat for the proce-
dure, facing the mother at eye level. A research assistant was present but hidden from the infant
throughout the procedure. To systematically examine infant stress response to the SFP across all
infants, the peak cortisol sample was collected 15 minutes after the start of the second epoch where
the mother maintains a neutral expression. Peak cortisol was not estimated from infant affective
distress real-time due to the potential incongruency of affective distress and HPA-axis activation.
The mother was given careful instructions not to have physical contact with the infant during the
entire procedure but to “play” with her child as should would normally during the first and third
epochs.
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3.4.4 The Strange Situation Paradigm (SSP)
Ainsworth’s Strange Situation Procedure is an extensively studied laboratory assessment using
a separation-reunion paradigm to classify the extent to which the child uses the parent as a secure
base for exploration (Ainsworth et al., 2015). Briefly, the SSP is a structured series of events that
include interactions with the mother alone, involvement of a stranger, separation from the mother
and a reunion with the mother. The SSP is approximately 21 minutes in duration and consists of
eight episodes. There are two separation episodes of the SSP. In the second separation, the child is
left alone in a room, and this is considered the peak stressor event of the paradigm. The SSP has
been found to elicit HPA axis activation in infants though developmental differences and differences
by attachment classification occur (Gunnar et al., 2009b, 1996a; van Bakel and Riksen-Walraven,
2004). The SSP was conducted by trained research assistants.
3.4.5 Measures
Mothers provided information about multiple levels of their health, behavior and environment
using an approximately 90 minute interview-assisted computer survey completed by all participants,
administered face-to-face at the research site or at prenatal clinics (Questionnaire Development
System, QDS, Nova Research, Bethesda, MD) prior to delivery and additional information was
obtained at each subsequent study visit. Oral responses were recorded onto the computer by
trained interviewers. Mean differences in covariates and control variables by race are available in
Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: IDS Covariate Means and Standard Deviations
Race N EOD*** RS*** SES*** ULSS Age***
Black 142 1.79 (2.18) 5.45 (4.29) 2.10 (1.71) 38.18 (13.42) 38.63 (1.99)
White 91 0.49 (0.98) 3.21 (2.75) 3.74 (1.93) 37.52 (10.02) 39.28 (1.65)
EOD is Experiences of Discrimination. RS is Racial Socialization. SES is Socioeconomic
Status. ULSS is Urban Life Stressors Scale. Age represents gestational age of the child.
*** represents significant differences at the .001 level between black and white participants.
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3.4.5.1 Socioeconomic Status
Socioeconomic Status was measured through maternal report, which reflected the family/household
ecological level. A summary score of SES, generated in our laboratory, was indexed from educa-
tion, employment, home ownership, income, savings and government assistance status (range: 0-6).
Education was scored “0” for less than high school and “1” for high school or greater. Employment
was scored “0” for less than full time and “1” for full time. Home ownership was scored “0” for
renting and “1” for ownership. Income was scored “0” for less than $24,999 annual income and “1”
for greater than $25,000. Savings was scored “0” for less than $500 and “1” for $500 or greater.
Government assistance was scored “0” for assistance and “1” for no assistance. A score of six
represents the highest tier of SES.
3.4.5.2 Experiences of Discrimination
Discrimination was assessed using the Experiences of Discrimination Scale (EOD). This reliable
and valid instrument (alpha = 0.74) (Krieger et al., 2005) captures the degree to which mothers,
in their lifetime, have been made to feel inferior, hassled, discriminated against, or prevented from
doing something they wanted to do, or called derogatory terms based on race or gender. This survey
is especially relevant as it was designed to predict health outcomes. At the prenatal assessment,
Mothers reported whether or not they worried about racial discrimination (1) as a child and (2) in
the past year, (3) personally and (4) for their racial/ethnic group. Only race-related discrimination
was utilized in this study. The total worry index ranged from 0 (did not endorsed worrying about
discrimination) to 4 (endorsed worrying about discrimination on all four items).
3.4.5.3 Racial Socialization
Racial Socialization was assessed with racial socialization measure (Hughes and Chen, 1997),
specifically 3 items from the preparation for bias subscale. These items asked whether the mother’s
own parent(s) talked to her about racism, the fight for equality, or told her that people may try to
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limit her because of her race (never=0 to very often=4). Items were summed to create an overall
socialization scale that ranged from 0 to 12.
3.4.5.4 Urban Life Stressors
Urban Life Stressors was captured with the Urban Life Stressor Scale (ULSS) (Jaffee et al.,
2005). The ULSS is a 21-item instrument that is used to measure subjective contextual community-
level stressors as potential sources of psychological and emotional stress experienced by persons
living in medium to large cities. Each item on the ULSS is answered with reference to a 5-point
scale ranging from 1, “no stress at all,” to 5, “extremely stressful—more than I can handle.” The
total score reflects the level of stress associated with day-to-day life in an urban environment. The
scale is intended to identify chronic life stress as opposed to acute event stress. The scale’s reliability
and validity have been established in African-American and Latino groups (Sanders-Phillips, 1996),
and Cronbach’s alpha in our sample was 0.87.
3.4.5.5 Gestational Age
Gestational age was coded for as the difference between date of last menstrual cycle and date
of delivery, in days and obtained from medical records or maternal report.
3.4.6 Analytic Strategy
Cortisol samples were nested within individuals, which were nested within SFP and SSP visits.
To account for the inherent correlation within individuals within timepoints, data were analyzed
using Multilevel Mixed Effects Models in R ((Team, 2014; Finch et al., 2016; Bates et al., 2012).
A base model of linear and quadratic time predicting cortisol was established to index the change
in cortisol from baseline within individuals. Intercepts and slopes varied across all models. In this
framework, cortisol as the outcome of interest was predicted by time across the stressor and the
intercept represents the putative baseline cortisol level for that individual:
Cortisol = B0 + B1 ∗ Time + B2 ∗ Time2 + Error
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This model predicts the within-individual growth curve of cortisol over the tasks. Between-
individual and between-timepoint differences in within-individual trajectory were assessed using
higher order nesting of the model, e.g. between-individual effects of race can load on a second level:
B0 = G00 + G01 ∗Race + Error
B1 = G10 + G11 ∗Race + Error
Next, each timepoint was examined independently as a two- level model to further decompose
race effects. Known correlates of racial inequity such as socioeconomic status, EOD, RS and ULSS
were added as main effects to these models to examine the impact they have on race. Lastly,
because it is critical to move beyond contrasting race (Sen and Wasow, 2016), analyses were run
within Black infants at each timepoint, to assess the impact of indices of racial inequity within
races and among Black infants in particular. Because inequities related to minority race are not
theoretically predicted to manifest in majority white individuals and measures are not known to
be valid and reliable in White individuals, investigation was limited to Black infants. Gestational
age and sex are co-varied for in all models and continuous variables were centered.
3.5 Results
3.5.1 Overall Model of Cortisol across both the SFP and SSP
In an overall model of cortisol nested within individuals nested within visits, cortisol had an
average log transformed, winsorized baseline value of 3.65. As time increased, cortisol increased
across the stressors (B = 0.26, p < 0.001, 95%CI[0.10, 0.43]) until curving back toward baseline
(B = −0.16, p < 0.001, 95%CI[−0.46,−0.09]) in recovery. When cortisol was allowed to vary by
visit and race, there was a race*visit interaction which suggested that overall race effects differ by
visit (B = −0.44, p = 0.025, 95%CI[−0.83,−0.06]) (see Figure 3.1). This race*visit interaction is
therefore decomposed below.
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Figure 3.1: IDS Cortisol differences by race across the 4 month Stillface Procedure and the 12
month SSP.
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3.5.2 Cortisol across the SSP
At the SSP visit, cortisol increased from baseline (B = 0.43, p < 0.001, 95%CI[0.24, 0.62]), but
this responsivity was qualified by a quadratic effect (B = −0.12, p = 0.008, 95%CI[−0.21,−0.03]);
Figure 3.1 shows that cortisol levels rose and then remained flat across the SSP. Race exhib-
ited a main effect such that White infants had lower overall cortisol levels (B = −0.362, p =
0.008, 95%CI[−0.62,−0.10]). When race was allowed to moderate change in cortisol across time,
race continued to predict lower peak cortisol for White infants (B = −0.45, p = 0.002, 95%CI[−0.73,−0.17]).
Neither sex nor gestational age exhibited main effects on cortisol responsivity in this or any subse-
quent models described below. Table 3.3 demonstrates overall race and race by time interactions
for both the SSP and SF procedure, though we focus on the SSP here.
3.5.3 Race Inequity Models
To examine factors that could contribute to development of race differences that emerged by
the SSP visit, a series of indices of racial inequity or support (SES, EOD, RS, ULSS) were added
to the SSP race model, as both main effects and interaction terms with race. These models were
subsequently run within Black infants, to move beyond contrasting between Black and White
infants.
3.5.3.1 Socioeconomic Status (SES)
When SES was added to the 12 month SSP model, no effect of SES or SES*race interaction
was found on cortisol reactivity to the SSP (see Table 2), but there was a significant a race by
SES interaction observed on overall cortisol levels (B = −0.17, p = 0.033, 95%CI[−0.33,−0.02]).
To decompose the SES*race interaction, SES was analyzed within Black infants. SES was not
significant in Black infants (B = 0.10, p = 0.094, 95%CI[−0.02, 0.22]) but trended toward the
direction that greater SES was associated with higher overall cortisol levels.
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Table 3.3: IDS Overall Coefficients between Races
Strange Situation Procedure Coefficients
Predictor: Base SES EOD RS ULSS
Time 0.293* 0.382+ 0.353* 0.491* 0.096
Time2 -0.071 -0.14 -0.115 -.188+ -0.019
Race -.450** 0.061 -0.249 -0.368 -0.520*
Time * Race 0.339+ 0.253 0.373 0.096 -0.277
Time2 * Race -0.124 -0.041 -0.118 0.491* 0.096
RRI 0.112* 0.099** 0.025 0.168
RRI * Race -0.173* -0.114 -0.006 0.034
RRI * Time -0.039 -0.033 -0.035 0.222
RRI * Race * Time 0.039 -0.238 0.110+ -0.446
Stillface Procedure Coefficients
Predictor: Base SES EOD RS ULSS
Time 0.296* 0.134 0.361* 0.116 0.523*
Time2 -0.161** -0.086 -0.176* -0.006 -0.219*
Race 0.019 0.001 0.133 -0.12 0.037
Time * Race -0.088 0.614+ -0.217 -0.048 -0.135
Time2 * Race -0.272 0.047 -0.018 -0.037 -0.006
RRI 0.045 0.027 -0.032 0.178
RRI * Race -0.015 -0.153 0.019 -0.021
RRI * Time 0.078 -0.035 0.034 -0.221
RRI * Race * Time -0.224* 0.169 0.013 0.055
RRI represents the term for Racial Inequity loaded in the specific model. In
the SES column, the RRI term represents the coefficient for SES and SES
interactions; the same applies for EOD, RS and ULSS. + p¡.10, * p¡.05, **
p¡.01.
3.5.3.2 Experiences of Discrimination (EOD)
The addition of EOD to the 12 month SSP model resulted in the loss of a significant association
with race (B = −0.25, 95%CI[−0.56, 0.06], p = 0.121), and a direct significant effect of EOD
(B = 0.10, p = 0.007, 95%CI[0.03, 0.17]), illustrating that EOD accounted for some of the variance
previously accounted for by race in cortisol trajectory across the SSP. When examined within race,
higher maternal report of her own EOD predicted higher cortisol in Black infants (B = 0.101, p =
0.014, 9 5%CI[0.02, 0.18]) (see Figure 3.2) and table 3.4.
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Figure 3.2: IDS Cortisol differences by EOD at the 12 month SSP visit.
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3.5.4 Racial Socialization (RS)
When RS was added to the 12 month SSP model, race was no longer a significant predictor
of overall cortisol levels (B = −0.37, p = 0.102, 95%CI[−0.81, 0.07]), and did not predict cor-
tisol responsivity or recovery (linear B = −0.09, p = .766, 95%CI[−0.71, 0.52]; quadratic B =
0.10, p = .516, 95%CI[−0.19, 0.38]). RS was also not a significant predictor of overall cortisol
or cortisol reactivity (levels B = 0.02, p = 0.208, 95%CI[−0.01, 0.06]; linear B = −0.03, p =
.226, 95%CI[−0.09, 0.02]; quadratic B = 0.02, p = 0.134, 95%CI[−0.01, 0.05]).
The RS * race *time (B = 0.11, p = 0.099, 95%CI[−0.02, 0.24]) and time2 (B = −0.05, p =
0.086, 95%CI[−0.11, 0.01]) interaction was not significant. When examined within race, RS was
not significant for Black infants as a main effect (B = 0.03, p = .250, 95%CI[−0.02, 0.07]) or as a
cross-level interaction with time (B = −0.03, p = .223, 95%CI[−0.09, 0.02]).
3.5.5 Urban Life Stressor Scale (ULSS)
When ULSS was added to the 12 month SSP model, race remained significant (B = −0.52, p =
0.03, 95%CI[−0.99,−0.06]). ULSS was not significant as a predictor of cortisol levels or cortisol
responsivity to the SSP (levels B = 0.17, p = 0.142, 95%CI[−0.05, 0.39]; linear B = 0.22, p =
0.185, 95%CI[−0.10, 0.55]; quadraticB = −0.06, p = 0.443, 95%CI[−0.22, 0.09]). When examined
within race, ULSS was not significant overall for Black infants (B = 0.17, p = .175, 95%CI[−0.08, 0.42])
and was not significant as a time interaction with Black infants (B = 0.22, p = .183, 95%CI[−0.10, 0.55]).
3.6 Discussion
This is the first study, to our knowledge, to examine race as a possible moderator of cortisol
reactivity to an age-appropriate dyadic stressor before and after the expected development of the
attachment relationship in infancy. Our results suggest that by 12 months of age, race differences
in cortisol output are apparent across the strange situation procedure, with Black infants exhibit-
ing overall higher cortisol output, whereas no race differences were observed across the still-face
procedure at 4 months. A core observation motivating this investigation was that, later in life,
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Table 3.4: IDS Effects of Inequity terms within AA infants
RRI
Predictor SES EOD RS ULSS
Time 0.38+ 0.35* 0.49* 0.09
Time2 -0.14 -0.11 -0.19+ -0.02
RRI 0.10+ 0.10* 0.03 0.17
RRI * Time -0.04 -0.03 -0.03 0.22
RRI * Time2 0.03 0.02 0.02 -0.06
RRI represents the term for Racial Inequity loaded
in the specific model. In the SES column, the RRI
term represents the coefficient for SES within races;
the same applies for EOD, RS and ULSS + p¡.10, *
p¡.05, ** p¡.01.
many of the diseases, including cardiovascular disease, obesity, diabetes and stroke, associated with
altered HPA function exhibit significant race disparities (Kurian and Cardarelli, 2007; Wong et al.,
2002). Our findings, when coupled with the broader literature, suggest that the earliest roots of
race-related health disparities are emerging in the first year of life but, at least regarding cortisol
reactivity, were not yet apparent by four months of age. This finding provides a critical window
of opportunity for researchers aiming to reduce health disparities in stress-related disorders as it
suggests that early preventative efforts, particularly those implemented in the first year of life, may
mitigate the negative effects of maternal exposure to racism and biologically buffer the infant from
future health risk.
Our results must be situated in a developmental and environmental context. We found elevated
cortisol across the SSP for Black infants. Similar effects in the context of caregiving stress have
been reported later in life such that Black women exhibit greater cortisol response to caregiving
stress than White women (Wilcox et al., 2005). However, our results diverge from studies at later
developmental time points. For example, Chong et al. (2008) found blunted cortisol reactivity to a
psychosocial stressor in Black adolescents relative to White adolescents and Hostinar et al. (2014)
found Black adolescents had lower baseline cortisol at a psychosocial stressor than Whites. The
lack of consensus in a clear pattern is likely a result of differences in developmental timepoint and
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choice of stressor. It is remarkable that, while reactive cortisol patterns may not be stable across
development and context, clear cortisol patterns do manifest in infants as early as four months
of age, and that race differences in cortisol levels emerge by twelve months. This suggests an
early embedding of context, and the need for larger longitudinal studies to better delineate how
individuals are changing across time and context.
To better understand the contributing factors underpinning racial differences, we used the
framework suggested by Causadias (2013) and Doane et al. (2018). Racial inequity indices helped
shed light on the racial differences observed in physiological processes during infancy. Specifically,
we found that, at 12 months of age, the interaction between cortisol and race was moderated by
maternal report of socioeconomic status during pregnancy. This suggests that the impact of poverty
and socioeconomic status on the developing HPA axis may not be equivalent for Black and White
infants. Furthermore, markers of socioeconomic status and potentially larger structural factors
(e.g., structural racism) that lead to community disinvestment have been linked to stress reactivity
in children (Hackman et al., 2012). Neighborhood violence, often associated with concentrated
poverty and disadvantage, has been shown to impact cortisol reactivity in an older, high-risk all
Black sample (Theall et al., 2017). Although much of the current literature links inequalities in so-
cioeconomic status with potentiated racial inequality, our results suggest that socioeconomic status
as a component of racial inequality contributes to the development of physiological differences.
Urban Life Stressors did not influence race differences in cortisol patterns. However, Experiences
of Discrimination and racial socialization resulted in changes to the relation between race and
cortisol patterns. Experiences of Discrimination in Black infants’ mothers accounted for a significant
proportion of the variance in race differences in cortisol patterns and higher maternal report of worry
related to discrimination was associated with significantly higher cortisol levels providing the first
data, to our knowledge, of a cross-generational impact of discrimination on infant physiology. This
finding is in line with the framework suggested by Causadias (2013) and Doane et al. (2018) which
suggest that race differences in physiological parameters manifest as a result of many different
interacting pathways, of which perceived discrimination often occupies a critical role. The fact
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that race was not significant when discrimination was included in the model highlights the role
of perceived discrimination in the relationship between race and physiological parameters such as
cortisol, even across generations.
Discrimination is a multidimensional phenomenon and can act as a potent stressor, though
current measures of discrimination are limited (Williams and Mohammed, 2009; Williams et al.,
2003). The discrimination literature has begun to coalesce around the themes of daily hassles
and life events (Williams and Mohammed, 2009). The broader stress literature can offer insights
into future paths for the assessment of discrimination. Several decades of research (Cohen et al.,
2006) track how stress physiologists have grappled with questions surrounding objective vs per-
ceived impact of stressors, developmental timing of stressors, the duration and/or chronicity of
stressful events, and the distinction between stress and coping responses. Specifically for cortisol,
the types of stress exposures appear to shape physiological responses, with uncontrollability and
social evaluative threat emerging as particularly potent characteristics of stressors (Dickerson and
Kemeny, 2004). Theoretical models posit that these contexts are stressful because they contain life-
history relevant information about resource availability, extrinsic morbidity-mortality cues such as
the presence of threats, and unpredictability or uncontrollability cues about the stability of the
environment (Del Giudice et al., 2011). This literature increasingly focuses on whether or not a
stressful event occurred (Anda et al., 2006) or whether the stress exposure was chronic and/or
severe (McEwen, 2004).
While the stress framework has utility for understanding the impact of racism and discrimina-
tion, there are limitations. We have employed the stress framework in our paper but acknowledge
that this approach may inadvertently lead to a deficit model where, for example, being Black in
the US is contrasted with being a member of a majority group with presumably fewer stressors.
Focusing on within-race analyses helps minimize the deficit model. We also explore accultura-
tion factors which may broadly shape stress physiology in a protective manner. However, we also
acknowledge race as a social categorization (Jorde and Wooding, 2004) and the limitations that ex-
amining race entails. Bolstered by stereotypes and false myths about human differences and group
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behaviors perpetuated over centuries, racial stratification in societal treatment, opportunities, and
access to power and resources in the US remains. Therefore, examining the impact of race is key
to understanding and eliminating racial disparities in health across the life course.
A stress framework distinguishes between objective and perceived stress, generally finding that
objective stressors exert a stronger impact on stress physiology than subjective experiences (Cohen
et al., 1997)( and that individual differences in appraisal and coping may be fruitful targets for
mitigating the impact of stress exposure (Taylor, 2010)). Within racial/ethnic minority popula-
tions, however, perceived discrimination appears highly impactful. Discrimination largely revolves
around perceived power imbalance, and strategies geared toward racial socialization are employed
when there is a perceived need for buffering the next generation from engendering feelings of pow-
erlessness and inferiority based on these experiences. The stress framework falls short of explaining
why perceived discrimination is such a powerful shaper of HPA functioning and, in this study,
much more so than putatively objective stressors such as poverty or urban life stressors. Moreover,
the stress framework risks undermining the realities of experiences with discrimination and racism
as mere perceptions of inequalities. That race differences in HPA functioning in study after study
persist even after accounting for objective and perceived stressors is a testament to the realities and
complexities of what it means to be a racial/ethnic minority in the US and supports the idea that
perceptions of inequalities tap into very real stressors which are unlikely to be mitigated through
re-appraisal or enhanced coping strategies. Our data suggests that these effects even span genera-
tions. Instead, it may be useful to reconfigure the stress framework and use the physiological and
biological information provided by measures like cortisol to postulate that perceived discrimination
is impactful precisely because it is tapping into salient social cues at a more refined level than
whether an event occurred and for how long. The stress response system is calibrated by threats,
including social evaluation and extrinsic morbidity-mortality cues, as well as unpredictable or un-
controllable contexts that inform the stability of the environment and availability of stress buffers
(Del Giudice et al., 2011). Exposure to racism and discrimination are encountered with unfortunate
ubiquity for members of racial/ethnic minority groups. A well-honed stress response system may
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be attuned and highly capable of differentiating subtle cues about social threats and availability
of stress buffers – at distinguishing the ill-informed microaggressions from hostile power displays
of intimidation. This reconfiguration of the stress framework emphasizes that the perception of a
stressor does not reflect the failure of the individual to sufficiently cope or re-appraise, but rather
represents an unfortunate refinement of the stress response system.
Contrary to our expectations, maternal exposure to racial socialization did not influence race
differences suggesting that the buffering impact of racial socialization in other domains may not
be transmitted across generations, or at least may not be biologically instantiated during the first
year. It is also possible that increased Racial Socialization between grandparents and parents may
index greater exposure to racism and discrimination in caregivers overall.
The articles included in this special issue may include biological measures, but do not espouse
biological essentialism, which has been used to perpetuate racial hierarchies (Causadias et al., 2017;
Hartigan, 2010). This view of race can lead to, “justification for a racially inequitable status quo
and for the continued social marginalization of historically disadvantaged groups,” (Williams and
Eberhardt, 2008). This essentialist view of behavior is neither acceptable nor accurate. Human
health and behavior is an interaction between biology and an individual’s environment that varies
through time and across contexts, shifting and adapting continuously to the ever-changing world.
The mitigation of racial differences with the inclusion EOD, a well-established correlate of social
inequity, strongly contradicts the biological essentialist view point and highlights the importance
of viewing the individual as a contextually adaptive organism moving and changing across time
(Causadias et al., 2017; Causadias, 2013; Del Giudice et al., 2011). Cultural context and biology
are in concert, not at odds.
This study also provides novel information about the developing HPA axis given the targeted use
of a dyadic stressor in which the social and emotional cues from the infant’s mother are ambiguous
to the infant. This contrasts with much of the extant literature which uses novelty or pain stimuli
to induce a stress response which, as the infant develops, diminishes in intensity (Gunnar and
Donzella, 2002; Gunnar et al., 2009b). In this study, we found cortisol reactivity to both the SFP
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and SSP, paradigms that are distressing to the infant through the disruption of the putative safe
haven that is mom. This brief, experimental disruption is a cause for alarm for the infant and
warrants a physiological response to mobilize all the resources of the infant to attend and respond
to this situation. Mobilization of the infant’s stress response systems ideally results in behavior
patterns in both the infant and the mother that bring the dyad back in synchrony. The infant may
be receptive to the mother’s contingent responses, creating a synchronous dyadic pattern that is a
prerequisite for future infant self-regulation and socioemotional development (Feldman, 2012).
In the first years of an infants’ life much of the world around them is novel; they are constantly
experiencing and integrating new information. Stress is partly characterized by novelty and unpre-
dictability (Dickerson Kemeny, 2004). To an infant newly experiencing the world, much will be
novel and unpredictable. Stressors such as inoculation, hand restraint, or diaper change putatively
tap into the stress of novelty and unpredictability. Despite this stress exposure, it may not be
biologically adaptive to mount a dramatic stress response to novel, unpredictable, or even painful
stimuli in a time period when much of the stimuli the infant encounters meet those criteria. The
early caregiver-child relationship functions as a powerful buffer for infants and toddlers, protecting
them from the continuous impact of novelty and unpredictability (Albers et al., 2008). The dyadic
stressors used here may be more effective in eliciting HPA reactivity across infancy by involving
the maternal caregiver as a source of stress and not allowing the infant to utilize the mother as a
buffer. There is a proposed biological utility for the decreasing stress response to the environmental
cues over the first years of life: to facilitate exploration without incurring the biological costs of a
consistently hyperactive HPA axis.
3.6.1 Limitations
Several limitations to this study apply. Our findings are likely generalizable only to term
infants. Table 1 showed that gestational period was shorter in Black infants, consistent with larger
epidemiological studies, and no preterm infants were included in this analysis. However, our findings
persist beyond the effects of gestational age, which, along with infant sex, was controlled for in all
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models. Although significant reactivity was observed to the SSP, we did not detect significant
recovery. Although it is possible that this may be reflective of the developing HPA axis and the
limited ability to recover in that time frame, an alternative explanation is that the remaining
aspects of the visit continued to activate the HPA axis and recovery occurred at a later time point
not captured with the collection timing and collecting more samples would have captured recovery.
It is also possible that recovery is a function of attachment classification and that infants with a
secure attachment relationship would exhibit the most robust recovery. Indices of racial inequity
were chosen based on available data from our survey and are not exhaustive measures that meet
the criteria of contributing to race-related differences in HPA activity or the broader social and
cultural context of minorities in the US. Due to power and sample size considerations a formal test
of mediation was not possible. Other potential covariates which are most often captured in daily
diary format, or with older populations, such as sleep data, were not available for this sample given
highly disordered sleep patterns of infants. It is also possible that difference between the strange
situation and the still face procedures are due to the tasks themselves and not developmental
considerations. We are limited to using tasks that are appropriate across development. Lastly, the
difference in availability of cortisol between SFP and SSP samples is because some participants
were not yet old enough to complete the SSP.
3.6.2 Conclusions and Future Directions
It is important for future studies to track the long-term implications of higher or lower cortisol
levels beginning at this early age. It may be that the expected patterns that underlie resilience or
risk differ by race and/or the environmental context in which the infant grows and develops. Studies
in both typically developing and high-risk samples side-by-side that are adequately powered to test
both between and within race are needed. Longitudinal studies that examine these trajectories in
communities, and ideally large epidemiological samples, are needed to determine what pathways
are adaptive and/or characteristic of resilience.
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Although we cannot say that one pattern of stress reactivity or another is more adaptive, we
can say that Black and White infants do not have the same HPA levels across a dyadic stressor at
12 months of age. These differences in the HPA axis are, in part, driven by the social environment
and factors linked to discrimination and economic inequity. Our data suggests that in order to
minimize disparities in health trajectories across the life span that are related to the stress response
systems, intervention strategies need to be employed as early as possible. Given the key relevance
of the early parent-child relationship in shaping the stress response systems, including the HPA
axis, early interventions that focus on strengthening the biological buffering capacity of attachment
relationship represent an under-utilized and likely powerful approach to addressing persistent health
disparities.
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CHAPTER 4. CALLOUS UNEMOTIONAL TRAITS ARE ASSOCIATED
WITH BLUNTED CORTISOL AND INCREASED DHEA(s) REACTIVITY
TO STRESS
4.1 Author Contributions
The authors of this paper are, in order: Andrew Dismukes, Kathryn Humphreys, Elizabeth
Shirtcliff, Margaret Sheridan, Kate McLaughlin, Charles Zeanah, Charles Nelson and Nathan Fox.
Andrew Dismukes completed the statistical analysis and drafting of this paper. Coauthors con-
tributed analytic expertise and reviewed and edited drafts prior to submission.
A modified version of this paper is prepared for submission to Biological Psychiatry.
4.2 Abstract
This investigation examined the relationship between cortisol and dehydroepiandrosterone-
sulfate (DHEA(s)) reactivity to a standardized laboratory stressor and callous unemotional (CU)
traits in children with and without a history of institutional rearing assessed at age 12 years. Chil-
dren, particularly boys, with experiences of early deprivation are at increased risk for CU traits.
There is little understanding of the association between CU traits and cortisol or DHEA(s) reactiv-
ity. Given sex differences in CU traits and hormone levels, we investigated the potential moderating
role of sex. We further examined “coupling” of cortisol and DHEA(s) across the stressor, and po-
tential moderation of coupling by CU traits. Higher levels of callous unemotional traits predicted
increasing DHEA(s) reactivity slope and a flattened cortisol reactivity slope. Girls with high levels
of CU traits had increased reactivity and a more pronounced decline in DHEA(s) over the recovery
portion of the stressor than girls with low CU traits and boys with higher CU traits had relatively
blunted cortisol reactivity slopes. DHEA(s) and cortisol were coupled overall across the stressor
but the degree of coupling was not moderated by CU traits.
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4.3 Introduction
4.3.1 Callous Unemotional Traits
Callous-Unemotional (CU) traits are defined by a lack of guilt and remorse, a lack of concern
for the feelings of others, reduced impulse control, shallow or superficial expression of emotions,
and a lack of concern about important activities (Frick and White, 2008). These traits often lead
to problematic outcomes including delinquency and aggressiveness, which are destructive to both
the individual and society while notoriously difficult to treat (Dadds et al., 2005; Frick, 2009; Frick
et al., 2003; Salekin and Frick, 2005). CU traits have been proposed as an especially pernicious
characteristic within youth exhibiting conduct problems and/or antisocial behavior (Frick et al.,
2014). Understanding the etiological mechanisms underpinning CU traits is of paramount im-
portance for researchers, clinicians, and policy makers. Despite this critical need, the etiological
processes contributing to the development of CU traits remains understudied.
4.3.2 Neuroendocrine mechanisms
This investigation explores a potential link between reactive neuroendocrine parameters of the
Stress Response System (SRS) and CU traits. The Stress Response System has emerged as a likely
candidate for neurobiological underpinnings of empathy and callousness characteristic of CU traits,
because the SRS hormones Cortisol and dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) are responsive to social
information processing.
Cortisol is an end product of the Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Adrenal axis, a biochemical cascade
beginning in limbic regions of the brain, extending through corticotropin releasing hormone (CRH)
release from the hypothalamus to the pituitary, and ending with the adrenal release of cortisol.
The HPA axis influences immune function, cell growth and survival, and control of energy supplies.
In response to acute stressors, the HPA reacts by increasing cortisol levels, inducing temporary
biobehavioral changes which help cope with threats or challenge.
The adrenal androgen DHEA and its more stable sulfated form DHEA(s) are also stress respon-
sive (Lennartsson et al., 2012) and act as upstream precursors of the potent steroids testosterone and
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estrogen (Dismukes et al., 2016). DHEA(s) is the most widely circulating human hormone (Labrie
et al., 2005), and DHEA and DHEA(s) can act centrally as a neurosteroid (Baulieu and Robel,
1998) and peripherally in a tissue specific manner through intracrine conversion to downstream
steroids (Labrie et al., 1998) or potentially via direct activation of non-DHEA specific receptors
(Maninger et al., 2009; Dismukes et al., 2016).
4.3.2.1 Cortisol and CU Traits
Cortisol levels are attenuated in children with disruptive behavior, aggression, and oppositional
defiant disorder or conduct disorder (McBurnett et al., 2000; Pajer et al., 2001; Popma et al.,
2007; Shirtcliff et al., 2009). This hypoarousal profile appears strongest in individuals with ele-
vated CU traits, particularly in youth with persistent CU traits early in life. CU traits have been
proposed as a key variable explaining the ambiguity in overall associations between cortisol and
antisocial behavior. Antisocial behavior coupled with low CU predicts hyperactivity of the HPA
axis, however, antisocial behavior coupled with high CU traits, a particularly challenging subgroup
of individuals to treat, predicts hypo-activity of the HPA axis (Hawes et al., 2009). Thus, not only
does hypoarousal of the HPA axis mechanistically relate to CU traits through the concept of social
information processing, but HPA axis activity may also help distinguish subgroups of youth with
divergent developmental trajectories and early life experiences.
4.3.2.2 DHEA(s) and CU traits
DHEA(s) levels are elevated in adolescents with aggressive behaviors, oppositional defiant dis-
order, conduct disorder, and CU traits (van Goozen et al., 2000, 1998a; Golubchik et al., 2009;
Kimonis et al., 2017). Increasing DHEA(s) levels are associated with intensity of aggressive symp-
toms (van Goozen et al., 1998a). There is a pattern of evidence across studies linking elevated
overall DHEA(s) levels and aggression, and this seems particularly pronounced for boys (Soma
et al., 2015). To date, however, DHEA(s) reactivity remains understudied with regard to CU
traits.
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4.3.2.3 Sex Differences in Cortisol and DHEA(s)
When considering the relationship between neuroendocrine process and callous unemotional
traits, sex differences must be accounted for. Both cortisol and DHEA(s) differ by sex. Cortisol
reactivity to stress is often elevated in men relative to women (Kirschbaum et al., 1992; Stroud et al.,
2002; Zimmer et al., 2003; Frankenhaeuser et al., 1978). In adolescence, girls demonstrate elevated
cortisol levels relative to boys (Shirtcliff et al., 2012; Schreiber et al., 2006; Shirtcliff and Essex,
2008), as well as steeper slopes and more curvature to their rhythm (Shirtcliff et al., 2012). The
decline in cortisol across development is less pronounced in girls than boys (Shirtcliff et al., 2012).
DHEA(s) levels are lower overall for women relative to men (Lennartsson et al., 2012; Orentreich
et al., 1984) but reactivity differences have not been observed to date (Lennartsson et al., 2012).
This data and others suggests gender is a critical moderator of the link between psychopathology,
development, context and neuroendocrine function (Klimes-Dougan et al., 2001).
4.3.2.4 Early Experience, Cortisol and DHEA(s)
Early experience is related to changes in HPA Axis activity (Tarullo and Gunnar, 2006). Adults
who were maltreated as children often demonstrate lower basal cortisol levels (Tarullo and Gunnar,
2006) as well as a flattened diurnal rhythm (Gunnar and Vazquez, 2001). As research findings are
extended to youth and expanded to include reactivity, there is less consistency in the directionality of
the findings. For some time it was predicted that greater early adversity would lead to hyperreactive
patterns of the HPA axis across stressor paradigms, however, this has not been verified and the
question of stress exposure in early life leading to stress resilience or stress vulnerability remains
unanswered. Within the BEIP study, there is a cortisol response pattern of hypoarousal to stress
induction, which is dependent on early randomization to caregiving environments (McLaughlin
et al., 2015).
Like cortisol, DHEA(s) is subject to environmental influence. DHEA(s) levels are elevated in
individuals with childhood abuse (Kellner et al., 2010). DHEA(s) is also reactive to social challenge
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(e.g. Trier Social Stress Task) in healthy participants (Lennartsson et al., 2012) and increasing stress
(Lennartsson et al., 2013) can attenuate this relationship.
4.3.2.5 Coupling of Cortisol and DHEA(s)
Recent evidence suggests that the covariation of hormones, especially during adolescence, can
provide important detail about the relationship between early experiences and behavioral outcomes
(Shirtcliff et al., 2015; Zakareski et al., ress). While historically considered antagonistic (Viau,
2002), mounting evidence suggests that hormones such as cortisol and DHEA may co-release in
a ’coupled’ fashion, helping the individual adapt to challenge. Coupling of cortisol and DHEA
has been observed in adolescents across reactivity paradigms including the TSST (Marceau et al.,
2014) as well as across the day (Marceau et al., 2015). Neuroendocrine coupling is increased
in the case of adverse early experiences (Dismukes et al., 2015a) as well as stressful proximal
contexts (Dismukes et al., 2015b). Sex differences in the relationship between early experience and
neuroendocrine coupling have been observed, with stronger patterns of co-release in adolescent girls
relative to boys (Ruttle et al., 2015; Marceau et al., 2015). Neuroendocrine coupling is predictive
of psychopathology, including Callous Unemotional traits (Johnson et al., 2013).
4.3.3 The Current Study
CU traits are subject to environmental influence longitudinally (Lynam et al., 2007) and vary
with early experience (Marshall and Cooke, 1999) yet the mechanisms underlying transmission– the
specifics of how early life adversity can ‘get under the skin’ such as modulation of neuroendocrine
function- remain obscure. Disentangling the childhood roots of behavioral health outcomes ac-
counting for biological mechanisms is a vitally important step for the development of robust health
promotion and disease prevention strategies (Shonkoff et al., 2009). We therefore examined cortisol
and DHEA(s) reactivity to a social stress paradigm in 12 year old participants with a history of
severe early neglect in the prediction of callous unemotional traits.
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4.3.4 Specific Hypotheses
Building from this literature, we hypothesize that:
1. Individuals with elevated CU traits will exhibit blunted cortisol reactivity and increased
DHEA(s) reactivity to a stressor.
2. Sex will moderate the association between hormone reactivity and CU traits. We hypothesize
that boys with lower CU traits will show increased cortisol reactivity to the stress block
relative to boys with higher CU traits or to girls. No directional hypotheses are made for
DHEA(s) given the novelty of reactive DHEA(s).
3. Institutional care history will moderate the association between hormone reactivity and CU
traits, such that the association will be stronger in participants with a history of institutional
care relative to never institutionalized youth, and will be stronger among institutionalized
participants randomized to the care as usual condition compared to those randomized to
foster care.
4. CU traits will moderate the bi-variate ‘coupling’ of the hormones cortisol and DHEA(s) such
that elevated CU traits predict increased co-release of cortisol and DHEA(s).
4.4 Methods
4.4.1 Participants
Participants were 135 children (49.6 % Female) who were assessed at a mean age of 12.71 years
(SD=0.61) as part of the BEIP study, including community comparison children (Zeanah et al.,
2003). Of the original 136 BEIP children raised in institutions, 88 were included in this follow-
up (65%; Figure 1). Originally, children who had been abandoned at birth and placed in state
run institutions were evaluated and then randomized to a care as usual group (CAUG; n=42) or a
foster care group (FCG; n=46). Additional details about the original sample are available elsewhere
(Zeanah et al., 2003). Romanian children recruited from schools in Bucharest comprised a typically
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developing comparison group, designated as the never institutionalized group (NIG; n=47). See
figure 1 for consort diagram.
4.4.2 Intervention
A foster care network was created at the outset of the study because foster care was extremely
limited in Bucharest. The investigators, along with Romanian collaborators, created a study spon-
sored foster care network (Nelson, 2014; Smyke et al., 2009), in which foster parents received support
by BEIP social workers in regular consultation with U.S. clinicians. In total, 56 foster families were
selected to care for 68 children. The foster care intervention was designed to be affordable, replica-
ble, and grounded in findings from developmental research on enhancing care-giving quality (Smyke
et al., 2009).
4.4.3 Laboratory Stress Session
Described in detail elsewhere (McLaughlin et al., 2015), participant physiological stress response
was obtained during a single laboratory-based session as part of the age 12 years follow-up (mean
age = 12.9 years). Briefly, approximately 30 minutes after arrival to the laboratory, participants
provided a baseline saliva sample and physiological monitoring equipment was set up. After a 5-
minute resting period, participants completed three laboratory-based procedures (a peer-evaluation
task, an evaluated social performance task [Trier social stress test (TSST)], and a nonsocial task
designed to elicit frustration). Each task was followed by a baseline recovery period.
4.4.4 Hormones
Saliva samples were obtained with passive drool [ImmunoBiological Laboratories (IBL)] by using
the drool method. Participants expectorated 1.5 mL of saliva into a cryovial with a plastic straw.
Saliva samples were stored immediately at 20 C until they were shipped on dry ice to a laboratory in
Boston. Samples were assayed for cortisol and DHEA-S using commercially available luminescence
immunoassay kits (CLIA; IBL). Intraassay and interassay coefficients of variance were acceptable
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Figure 4.1: BEIP Consort Diagram.
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(cortisol: 5.11% and 5.37%; DHEA-S: 6.50% and 5.79%,respectively). The range of cortisol and
DHEA-S was within the sensitivity bounds for the immunoassays used to assay these markers. See
table 4.1 for log transformed values per timepoint.







Note. All values are log trans-
formed and values displayed are
Mean(SD)
4.4.5 Callous-Unemotional Traits
We administered the Inventory of Callous-Unemotional Traits (Essau et al., 2006) by interview
to each child’s primary caregiver to obtain a measure of the child’s CU traits. This 24-item scale
asks caregivers to rate each item from a scale of 0 (not at all true) to 3 (definitely true), and provides
a comprehensive assessment of CU traits. The ICU was translated into Romanian, back-translated
into English, and assessed for meaning at each step by bilingual research staff. For children living
with biological parents or foster parents, one parent reported on the child’s behavior. For children
living in institutions, an institutional caregiver who worked with the child regularly and knew the
child well reported on the child’s behavior. We previously reported that the ICU had good inter-
item reliability within the sample (a=.85; (Humphreys et al., 2015)). Total score from the ICU was
used as the measure of CU traits. The total score from the index of callous unemotional traits has
emerged as the most valid and reliable measure of an overarching CU subtype and best correlates
with antisocial behavior in both community and detained samples (Ray et al., 2017).
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4.4.6 Study Oversight
Institutional review boards from the three principal investigators’ (CHZ, NAF, CAN) institu-
tions, as well as the local Commissions on Child Protection in Bucharest, reviewed and approved
the study. The study commenced originally originally in collaboration with the Institute of Ma-
ternal and Child Health of the Romanian Ministry of Health. A data safety monitoring board in
Bucharest reviewed the assessments for the current follow-up. Consent was obtained and signed
for by each child’s legal guardian as per Romanian law. Assent for each procedure was obtained
from each of the children. Ethical considerations have been discussed in detail elsewhere (Zeanah
et al., 2012).
4.4.7 Data Analysis
Hormone samples are nested within individuals nested within groups (i.e., NIG, FCG, CAUG).
To account for the inherent correlation of hormone samples within individuals and within groups,
data is analyzed using Multilevel Mixed Effects Models in R (Pinheiro and Bates, 2009; Finch et al.,
2016; Team and Others, 2013) using the package nlme (Pinheiro et al., 2014).
To examine the first hypothesis, we established a base model of linear reactivity and recovery
slopes predicting hormone response across the laboratory stress session to index change in hormones
from baseline. Intercepts and slopes were allowed to vary across all models. In this framework, all
analyses examined either cortisol or DHEA(s) as the outcome of interest, predicted by an intercept
which represents the putative peak hormone level for the individual, and time separated into a
piecewise growth curve consisting of a reactivity slope and a recovery slope across the stress block.
Following multilevel model notation, the level one model is as follows:
Hormone = B0 + B1 ∗Reactivity + B2 ∗Recovery + Error
This model predicts the within-individual growth curve of the hormones over the stress block.
Between-individual and between group differences in within-individual trajectory were assessed
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using higher order nesting of the model (e.g., between-individual effects of CU load on a second
level):
B0 = y00 + y01 ∗ CU + Error
B1 = y10 + y11 ∗ CU + Error
B2 = y20 + y21 ∗ CU + Error
This allows for an overall model to answer global questions about the impact of between indi-
vidual differences such as CU in the entire sample, accounting for the nesting of hormones within
individuals. Because the correlation structure of hormone data points was not expected to be
random (e.g., samples closer to each other should be more highly correlated than samples farther
apart), an auto-regressive correlation structure was applied to the model. All models controlled for
sex, age, group and body mass index unless the model was run within a particular group (e.g. sex
is not controlled for if a model is run just in girls).
For the second hypothesis addressing sex differences, sex was loaded as interaction term with
CU traits predicting cortisol and DHEA(s) across the across the laboratory stress session. Pending
significant interactions, separate within-sex models of CU predicting cortisol and DHEA(s) were
run to clarify the pattern of hormone growth curves as a function of sex.
For the third hypothesis assessing history of neglect, caregiving group was loaded as interaction
term with CU traits predicting cortisol and DHEA(s) across the laboratory stress session, first as a
contrast of those participants who were ever institutionalized relative to the never institutionalized
cohort, and second as a contrast of the care as usual cohort and the foster care cohort. Pending
significant interactions, separate within-group models of CU predicting cortisol and DHEA(s) were
run to clarify the pattern of hormone growth curves as a function of early life experience.
To test the fourth hypothesis assessing coupling of cortisol and DHEA(s), a series of mixed effects
models were run according to the framework laid out by Marceau and colleagues for analysis of
neuroendocrine coupling (Marceau et al., 2015). First, DHEA(s) is loaded as a level one predictor
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of cortisol as the outcome of interest, allowing for assessment of the overall correlation between
cortisol and DHEA(s).
Cortisol = B0 + B1 ∗DHEA(s) + Error
Second, the same model is reconstituted with reactivity and recovery slopes added, to address
whether cortisol deviation from its predicted slope is associated with DHEA(s) across the TSST.
Cortisol = B0 + B1 ∗DHEA(s) + B2 ∗Reactivity + B3 ∗Recovery + Error
Third, we addressed whether deviations of cortisol from it’s predicted growth curve (hereafter
referred to as deviance score) were associated with deviations of DHEA(s) from its predicted growth
curve. This is done by specifying a mixed effects model with DHEA(s) as the outcome, predicted by
reactivity and recovery terms nested within subjects. Individual level residual scores for DHEA(s)
are saved from this model, and employed in a subsequent model as predictors of Cortisol.
Cortisol = B0 + B1 ∗DHEA(s)residual + B2 ∗Reactivity + B3 ∗Recovery + Error
Through these 3 models, we answer 3 specific questions raised by hypothesis 4:
• Is cortisol associated with DHEA(s) across the TSST?
• Is cortisol deviance score associated with DHEA(s) across the TSST?
• Is cortisol deviance score from its predicted slope associated with DHEA(s) deviance score
across the TSST?
Each of these within-individual relationships are then assessed for moderation by between-
individual CU trait scores, which robustly captures the impact of CU traits on neuroendocrine
coupling across the TSST.
4.5 Results
Tables 4.2 and 4.1 provide details of sample characteristics for this investigation. As reported
previously, CU trait expression differs by group and gender (Humphreys et al., 2015).
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Table 4.2: BEIP Sample Characteristics
Condition Sex CU Age BMI
CAU Girls 21.21(11.27) 12.52(0.38) 18.63(2.43)
CAU Boys 29.27(11.44) 12.6(0.61) 18.21(2.92)
FCG Girls 22.62(8.1) 12.49(0.53) 20.38(3.73)
FCG Boys 21.72(11.39) 12.73(0.53) 18.47(2.45)
NIG Girls 16.56(6.97) 12.64(0.4) 20.59(2.93)
NIG Boys 18.21(8.01) 12.67(0.36) 18.5(2.05)
Note. All values are log transformed and values displayed are
Mean(SD)
Simple correlations indicated an initial association between CU levels and mean cortisol by time
point, though these relationships do not account for nesting or slopes (see table 4.3).
Table 4.3: BEIP Sample Correlations




Age 0.12 0.16 0.05
CU -0.18* 0.05 -0.15 -0.03
4.5.1 Evaluation of Study Hypotheses
4.5.1.1 Hypothesis 1: Individuals with elevated CU traits will exhibit blunted
cortisol reactivity and increased DHEA(s) reactivity to a stressor.
In the full sample, DHEA(s) reliably increased across the reactivity portion of the stress block
(B = 0.066, 95% CI[0.039, 0.092], p <0.001) and stayed relatively elevated at the end of the stress
session during recovery (B = -0.024, 95% CI[-0.054, 0.007], p = 0.129). Cortisol was also reactive to
the TSST (B = 0.165, 95% CI[0.114, 0.217], p <0.001) and unlike DHEA(s), demonstrated recovery
from its zenith to the end of the stress block (B = -0.081, 95% CI[-0.113, -0.049], p <0.001). Higher
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levels of CU traits predicted flattening of the cortisol reactivity slope (B = -0.008, 95% CI[-0.013,
-0.003], p = 0.001) and a steeper DHEA(s) reactivity slope (B = 0.003, 95% CI[0, 0.005], p <0.001).
Higher levels of CU traits did not significantly change the slope of the recovery components of the
trajectory for cortisol or DHEA. See Figure 2 for cortisol and DHEA(s) trajectory by CU traits.
Table 4.4: BEIP Paramenter Estimates for CU effects on Cortisol and DHEA Growth Curve
Model Estimate SE
Cortisol Intercept 6.811 0.317
CU Traits 0.003 0.005
Reactivity
Intercept 0.340*** 0.058
CU Traits -0.008** 0.002
Recovery
Intercept -0.116** 0.038
CU Traits 0.002 0.002
DHEA Intercept 3.105 0.395
CU Traits 0.002 0.005
Reactivity
Intercept 0.006 0.031
CU Traits 0.003* 0.001
Recovery
Intercept 0.019 0.036
CU Traits -0.002 0.002
4.5.1.2 Hypothesis 2: Sex will moderate the association between hormone reac-
tivity and CU traits
Given known sex differences in both hormone levels and CU traits, we examined whether sex
moderated the associations between CU traits and DHEA(s) and cortisol trajectory. Boys had
lower cortisol overall in this sample (B = -0.213, 95% CI[-0.37, -0.055], p = 0.008) but there were
not sex differences in either cortisol reactivity (B = -0.078, 95% CI[-0.179, 0.023], p = 0.131) or
recovery (B = 0.042, 95% CI[-0.022, 0.106], p = 0.196). DHEA levels did not differ by sex overall
(B = 0.006, 95% CI[-0.194, 0.206], p = 0.954) or by reactivity (B = -0.022, 95% CI[-0.075, 0.031],
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p = 0.417) or recovery (B = 0.03, 95% CI[-0.031, 0.091], p = 0.336). In a model examining the sex
by CU traits interaction for DHEA(s), sex modified the recovery slope (B = 0.008, 95% CI[0.002,
0.014], p = 0.011) such that girls with lower CU traits had elevated DHEA(s) across recovery
relative to girls with higher levels of CU traits. Sex did not significantly moderate the relationship
between CU trait expression and cortisol reactivity (B = -0.003, 95% CI[-0.011, 0.004], p = 0.38)
or recovery slopes (B = 0, 95% CI[-0.006, 0.005], p = 0.859).
To further decompose sex differences, models were run within sexes (see Figure 4). For
DHEA(s) among girls, higher levels of CU traits predicted steeper reactivity slope (B = 0.005,
95% CI[0.001, 0.01], p = 0.017) and steeper recovery slope (B = -0.008, 95% CI[-0.014, -0.002],
p = 0.011). In a model limited to boys, CU traits were associated with increased DHEA output
overall (B = 0.013, 95% CI[0.001, 0.026], p = 0.038) but not significantly associated with DHEA(s)
reactivity (B = 0.002, 95% CI[-0.001, 0.005], p = 0.287) or recovery (B = 0.001, 95% CI[-0.002,
0.003], p = 0.618) slopes. For cortisol, higher levels of CU traits predicted blunted reactivity slope
(B = -0.01, 95% CI[-0.015, -0.005], p <0.001) in boys. No significant differences were found for
cortisol for reactivity (B = -0.004, 95% CI[-0.012, 0.005], p = 0.409) or recovery (B = -0.001, 95%
CI[-0.006, 0.005], p = 0.829) slopes by CU traits in girls.
4.5.1.3 Hypothesis 3: Institutional care history will moderate the association be-
tween hormone reactivity and CU traits
Given children varied in exposure to institutional care, we examined whether the observed effects
of CU on hormone trajectory was moderated by any history of institutional care (i.e., NIG vs. EIG)
or intent to treat group (i.e., CAUG vs. FCG). Institutional care history altered the reactivity slope
for DHEA(s) (B = -0.154, 95% CI[-0.289, -0.018], p = 0.027) such that institutional care predicted
steeper reactivity. Increasing CU traits did not modify DHEA(s) reactivity across the stress block
more than at a trend level (B = 0.006, 95% CI[-0.001, 0.012], p = 0.091). For cortisol, institutional
care history altered the reactivity slope (B = 0.256, 95% CI[0.005, 0.507], p = 0.046) such that
history of institutional care predicted flatter reactivity, but CU traits did not further impact the
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Figure 4.2: BEIP Cortisol and DHEA(s) across the Stress Block.
Figure 4.3: BEIP Sex differences in Cortisol and DHEA(s).
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reactivity trajectory (B = -0.006, 95% CI[-0.018, 0.006], p = 0.33). When intent to treat group was
analyzed, there was no interaction between CU and ITT group overall [cortisol (B = -0.133, 95%
CI[-0.687, 0.421], p = 0.634), DHEA (B = -0.014, 95% CI[-0.573, 0.544], p = 0.959)] or for reactivity
[cortisol (B = 0.043, 95% CI[-0.218, 0.304], p = 0.745), DHEA (B = -0.081, 95% CI[-0.237, 0.075],
p = 0.307)] or recovery [cortisol (B = -0.011, 95% CI[-0.202, 0.179], p = 0.907), DHEA (B = 0.02,
95% CI[-0.187, 0.228], p = 0.847)]. Within group analyses were not run as ITT group did not
modify the relationship between CU traits and neuroendocrine profiles across the TSST.
4.5.1.4 Hypothesis 4: CU traits will moderate the bivariate “coupling” of the
hormones cortisol and DHEA(s).
In general, there is a positive relationship between cortisol and DHEA such that cortisol output
across the TSST predicts DHEA output across the TSST (B = 0.029, 95% CI[0.005, 0.054], p
= 0.017), within individuals. This relationship persists when variance in cortisol due to time is
removed (B = 0.026, 95% CI[0.002, 0.05], p = 0.035), suggesting that cortisol deviation from it’s
predicted growth curve across the TSST is associated with elevated DHEA(s). Lastly, in terms of
establishing parameters of coupling, we assessed whether deviations of DHEA from it’s predicted
growth curve were associated with deviations of cortisol from it’s predicted growth curve. A pattern
of coupled deviation was observed (B = 0.132, 95% CI[0.041, 0.223], p = 0.005). Next, we examined
whether CU trait expression moderated these relationships. CU traits did not moderate the overall
relationship between cortisol and DHEA(s) (B = 0, 95% CI[-0.002, 0.003], p = 0.703) or the
relationship between DHEA(s) and cortisol variation (B = 0.001, 95% CI[-0.002, 0.003], p = 0.576)
or the relationship between DHEA(s) variation and cortisol variation (B = -0.001, 95% CI[-0.009,
0.007], p = 0.773).
4.6 Discussion
In this investigation, we found that higher levels of callous unemotional traits predicted increas-
ing DHEA(s) reactivity slope and a flattened cortisol reactivity slope (hypothesis 1). We found
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further differences within sexes, such that girls with high levels of CU traits had increased reactiv-
ity and a more pronounced decline in DHEA(s) over the recovery portion of the stress induction
paradigm than girls with low CU traits and boys with higher CU traits had relatively blunted cor-
tisol reactivity slopes (hypothesis 2). We did not find that randomization to foster care or history
of institutionalization moderated the relationship between callous unemotional traits and cortisol
or DHEA(s) reactivity or recovery slopes (hypothesis 3). We did find robust ’coupling’ of cortisol
and DHEA(s) across the stress block but this was not moderated by CU traits (hypothesis 4).
4.6.1 CU traits are associated with increased DHEA(s) reactivity to a stressor
This is the first study, to our knowledge, to examine the relationship between stress reactive
DHEA(s) and callous unemotional traits. We discuss three potential interpretations of this novel
finding of elevated DHEA(s) reactivity to social stress correlating with callous unemotional traits.
4.6.1.1 DHEA(s) and perceived stress
DHEA(s) reactivity to acute stress, including the TSST, has been observed in healthy men and
women (Lennartsson et al., 2012; Morgan et al., 2004). Furthermore, higher levels of proximal stress
predict decreased DHEA(s) reactivity (Lennartsson et al., 2013, 2015). The TSST as a stressor
is characterized by social evaluation and unpredictability (Dickerson and Kemeny, 2004), both of
which are attenuated in youth with CU traits (Pardini et al., 2003). Reduced processing of stress-
related cues (e.g. diminished anxiety (Frick et al., 1999), diminished startle potentiation (Syngelaki
et al., 2013), reduced fear (Viding et al., 2012), reduced sadness (Blair, 2010), and attenuated social
information processing (Pardini et al., 2003)) are a defining characteristic of CU traits. Participants
with elevated CU traits may be processing the experience of the stress block differently than those
with relatively lower CU traits such that they perceive the TSST as less stressful overall. Linking
these ideas, higher CU trait expression would predict the observed pattern of elevated DHEA(s)
reactivity through a model of diminished stress-relevant social information processing.
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4.6.1.2 DHEA(s) as an antiglucocorticoid
The functional relevance of DHEA(s) is often considered across three related domains. These
are: as an antiglucocorticoid, as an upstream reservoir for DHEA, testosterone and estrogen, and
as a marker of adrenarche and a biological underpinning of secondary sexual characteristics. On
a mechanistic level, elevated DHEA(s) reactivity observed across the stress block may be tied to
DHEA(s) role as an antiglucocorticoid (Kalimi et al., 1994; Maninger et al., 2009). When under
acute stress, it has been suggested that DHEA can operate more as a stress hormone than as a
traditional androgen (Marceau et al., 2014). The biological utility of this distinction is that DHEA
and DHEA(s) may be recruited as part of a regulatory process mitigating the rise in cortisol. While
there is significant evidence to suggest that DHEA mitigates the physiological effects of cortisol,
the mechanism by which this occurs is still obscure, though it is likely through impediment of
translocation of the glucocorticoid receptor to the nucleus (Maninger et al., 2009). Recruitment of
DHEA(s) as an antiglucocorticoid may constitute part of the mechanism by which cortisol reactivity
is flattened in youth with elevated levels of CU traits.
4.6.1.3 DHEA(s) as an androgen reservoir
It is possible that, complementary to DHEA(s) role as a antiglucocorticoid, this hormone may
act as a reservoir for DHEA and subsequently testosterone and estrogen. DHEA(s) is converted to
and from DHEA by sulfotransferase enzymes (DHEA sulfotransferase and steroid sulfotransferase)
and DHEA may be subsequently catalyzed to androstendione and then testosterone (through 3B-
HSD and 17B-HSD, respectively). In a further step, testosterone can be aromatized into estrogen.
This has led to the nomenclature of DHEA(s) as an androgen reservoir, given the widely circulating
levels of DHEA(s) in the body. Testosterone is highly related to aggression (Archer, 1991; Tremblay
et al., 1998) and empathy and callousness (Shirtcliff et al., 2009). A rise in DHEA(s) may index
mobilization of testosterone and estrogen to meet the needs of the social challenge presented by
the TSST. Individuals high in CU traits may be efficient in utilizing this pathway given known
correlations between testosterone and CU traits.
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4.6.2 Diminished Cortisol reactivity to the TSST
Blunted cortisol reactivity patterns observed in this sample are consistent with glucocorticoid-
regulatory interpretation of DHEA(s) response to the TSST. This finding is also consistent with
other studies which have observed blunted cortisol reactivity associated with antisocial behavior
(Lopez-Duran et al., 2009; van Bokhoven et al., 2005; Fairchild et al., 2008; Gordis et al., 2006)
(though findings are not ubiquitous, see also (Lopez-Duran et al., 2009; Susman et al., 1997) and
(Klimes-Dougan et al., 2001). Our findings with regard to blunted cortisol reactivity associated
with CU traits in this early adolescent sample largely reiterate and are consistent with previous
findings.
4.6.3 Sex differences in neuroendocrine relationships with CU traits
We found an increased relationship between blunted cortisol and callous traits in boys and
increased reactive and steeper recovery of DHEA(s) associated with callous unemotional traits in
girls. With regard to the the relationship between DHEA(s) and callous traits in girls, this may
reflect lower overall levels of testosterone in girls and androgen concentrations being under tighter
adrenal control in females. Unlike DHEA, DHEA(s) is almost exclusively produced in the adrenal
cortex in women (Lentz and Gershenson, 2012). Additionally, DHEA serves as a more potent
reservoir for steroids in women than men (Labrie, 2010). Though few studies have accounted for
sex differences in the relationship between androgens and aggression, the limited evidence suggests
a pattern of tighter androgen-aggression links in females (Assari et al., 2014; Pajer et al., 2006;
Dabbs, 2000). More pronounced fluctuation in DHEA levels may reflect those female participants
with elevated callous traits being able to mobilize DHEA more readily than boys.
The finding of blunted cortisol reactivity in boys is consistent with previous findings (Loney
et al., 2006). This contributes to mounting evidence that the relationship between the HPA axis and
its end product cortisol are more tightly linked to aggression and especially callous unemotional
traits in boys. Much of the literature contributing to this overall finding is derived from male-
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only samples. Our investigation extends this general finding by examining the strength of the
relationship between cortisol and callous unemotional traits in adolescent boys and girls.
Taken together, this data suggests there may be sex differences in the way steroid hormones
interact with CU. Boys demonstrated dampened cortisol responsivity whereas girls demonstrated
increased DHEA(s) mobilization. These pathways are linked given that DHEA can interact with
glucocorticoid receptor function. However, the relative level of adrenal control over DHEA in
females coupled with the finding of increased DHEA(s) reactivity and recovery suggest that CU -
androgen links may be more pronounced in females than males.
4.6.4 Institutional Care History, cortisol, DHEA(s) and CU traits
We did not find moderation by institutional care history on the relationship between cortisol
and DHEA(s) reactivity or recovery slopes and callous unemotional traits. This likely reflects that
institutional care history and callous unemotional traits are competing for the same variance in
cortisol and DHEA(s) across the stress block, given known associations between callous unemotional
traits and institutional care history (Humphreys et al., 2015).
4.6.5 Coupling of Cortisol and DHEA and CU traits
Coupling refers to the co-release of steroid hormones. This co-release can be positive (e.g.
testosterone and cortisol both rise together) or negative (e.g. testosterone and cortisol are inversely
correlated). Much of the literature examining neuroendocrine coupling and antisocial behavior is
based on basal levels of sex hormones. Johnson and colleagues found a pattern of increased diurnal
coupling of cortisol, DHEA, and testosterone predicting psychopathy in adolescent males (John-
son et al., 2013). However, despite evidence suggesting the relative importance of reactive cortisol
and the need to examine hormone covariation, there is limited evidence looking at **reactive**
androgens and cortisol. What literature exists largely considers the relationship between reactive
cortisol and **basal** androgen levels. Glenn and colleagues (Glenn et al., 2011) found an in-
creased ratio of cortisol reactivity to basal testosterone (indicating the level of testosterone relative
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to cortisol reactivity within an individual) was associated with psychopathy, but only at levels of
high testosterone, whereas Susman and colleagues found a relationship between **increased** cor-
tisol reactivity and elevated diurnal testosterone (Susman et al., 2017) predicting antisocial traits.
In this first examination of reactive coupling predicting CU traits, we found that DHEA(s) and
cortisol were coupled across the TSST but not moderated by Callous Unemotional traits. Overall
diminished cortisol reactivity to the TSST and overall increased DHEA(s) reactivity reflected inde-
pendent associations between callous unemotional traits and these biomarkers, not necessarily that
those individuals with high CU traits and low cortisol reactivity also had high DHEA(s). Further
investigation is needed to determine if the tighter coupling observed in diurnal samples is unique to
the diurnal rhythm, or whether callous unemotional traits may impact this relationship in a stress
reactive context. Given that much of the variance in both cortisol and DHEA(s) is accounted for
by within-person effects, large sample sizes are needed to detect such a relationship.
4.6.6 Limitations
There are several limitations to the present study. Peripheral levels of DHEA(s) do not nec-
essarily correlate with central levels of this neuroactive neurosteroid and we are unable to assess
central concentrations of DHEA(s). While DHEA(s) is much more prevalent than DHEA, and
central concentrations of DHEA(s) often reflect this imbalance, it is harder for DHEA(s) to cross
the blood brain barrier (Gauzzo et al., 2018). Care must be taken when extrapolating from pe-
ripheral concentrations to central effects. We do not have subjective measures of the experience of
the TSST, and thus cannot distinguish between levels of engagement with the task for those with
elevated callous unemotional traits. Furthermore, we did not examine testosterone as an outcome
of interest, and so are limited in our interpretation of DHEA(s) as an upstream androgen reservoir.
Lastly, while we considered the main effect of caregiving history and the main effect of sex, we were
underpowered to examine the interaction of sex and caregiving history.
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4.6.7 Future Directions and Conclusions
Further examination of DHEA(s) as an outcome of interest with regard to Callous Unemotional
traits is warranted. This should especially be undertaken in conjunction with measurement of
cortisol, and accounting for both reactive and basal levels of these hormones. This initial evidence
suggesting a potential link between DHEA(s) and Callous Unemotional traits needs to be replicated
and expanded upon in larger samples with more power to disentangle sex differences and potential
impact of life experience, but stands as a compelling, initial indication of a link between DHEA(s)
and callous unemotional traits.
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CHAPTER 5. ETIOLOGY OF ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOR: NOVEL
GENETIC AND NEUROENDOCRINE PATHWAYS
5.1 Author Contributions
The authors of this paper are, in order: Andrew Dismukes, Elizabeth Shirtcliff, Nicholas Allen,
Michelle Byrne, Sarah Whittle, and Julian Simmons. Andrew Dismukes completed the statistical
analysis and drafting of this paper. Coauthors contributed analytic expertise and reviewed and
edited drafts prior to submission.
A modified version of this paper is prepared for submission to Stress.
5.2 Abstract
Early Life experience and genetic predisposition interact in the etiology of antisocial behavior,
and the Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Adrenal (HPA) Axis has ben suggested as a likely mechanistic
intermediary which varies by candidate genes and early experience, and informs antisocial behavior.
Cortisol is often employed as a summative marker of HPA activity, which leaves the mechanics of
the HPA axis understudied. The pituitary gland is a critical regulatory component of the HPA
axis and pituitary gland volume changes over time. Additionally, cortisol function varies with
GR receptor genotype. The current study examined the link between early experience, antisocial
behavior, GR receptor genotype (Bcl.1) and the HPA axis through a longitudinal assessment of 94
youth with repeated measurement of antisocial behavior and structural imaging of the pituitary
gland. Results revealed a robust relationship between childhood trauma and antisocial behavior
such that higher levels of childhood trauma predicted higher levels of antisocial behavior at age 15
and 18, and further predicted the trajectory of antisocial traits from 15 to 18. Increasing pituitary
volume from age 16 to 18 was associated with decreasing antisocial behavior slope in boys, but
not girls. Additionally, glucocorticoid receptor genotype significantly moderated the relationship
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between childhood trauma and antisocial behavior at age 15, but not age 18. These results highlight
the need to examine more than just cortisol as a marker of HPA axis activity and to begin to look
at coordinated regulatory framework of HPA activity, beginning with neural regulatory regions and
extending through genetic underpinnings.
5.3 Introduction
The developing human being is a complex interplay of ecological and biological forces interact-
ing across time, which manifest in measurable between and within individual differences. There
are certain behavioral phenotypes such as antisocial behavior which are known to have pernicious
detrimental consequences for the individual, and for society, and it necessary to robustly disentangle
etiological processes to inform treatment and prevention strategies. The Hypothalamic-Pituitary-
Adrenal (HPA) axis is thought to play a prominent role in the development of antisocial behavior.
The purpose of this investigation is to define multiple levels of HPA axis contribution to the eti-
ology of antisocial behavior, and investigate the way those processes relate to one another, and to
antisocial behavior as an outcome.
5.3.1 Antisocial behavior and Psychopathy in Youth
Antisocial behavior is costly to the individual and to society and is often persistent into adult-
hood (Sawyer et al., 2015). A developmental taxonomy of antisocial behavior comprised of life-
course-persistent versus adolescence-limited offending has been suggested (Moffitt, 2006). Life
course persistent antisocial behavior is suggested to be rooted in neurodevelopmental processes
whereas adolescent limited antisocial behavior is informed by the proximal social context of the
adolescent. As such, characterizing the neurodevelopmental substrates underpinning antisocial
behavior in adolescence is a critical step in clarifying the etiology of this behavior.
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5.3.1.1 Antisocial behavior and Early Life Experience
Lifespan theory suggests that the antecedents of antisocial behavior are laid down across devel-
opment, and that the life experiences encountered during development inform the manifestation of
antisocial behavior later in life (Baltes, 1987). This approach echoes that of Barker, who argues that
the etiological origins of health and disease begin as early as in utero (Barker, 2007). The current
investigation adopts this approach by looking at early experiences informing both the prevalence
and trajectory of antisocial behavior in the developing individual.
Stress exposure has been suggested to set the stage for the development of antisocial behavior
(Eitle and Turner, 2002; Gostisha et al., 2014; Shirtcliff et al., 2009; Susman, 2006). Human
antisocial behavior is highly linked to experiences in youth, across a number of domains of early life
adversity including physical abuse, emotional abuse, and parental hurtful and uncaring behavior
(Reid et al., 2002; Barker et al., 2011). This same pattern has been observed in rats and non-human
primates (Bremner and Vermetten, 2001; Sanchez et al., 2001). There is evidence that the influence
of abuse and neglect on antisocial behavior begins prenatally and these experiences are especially
salient in the early postnatal window. In sum, a growing literature suggests that multiple aspects
of negative early life experience inform antisocial behavior across studies from rodent models to
humans.
5.3.2 The Role of the HPA Axis in antisocial behavior
It is critical to extend evidence linking early experience and antisocial behavior to include
neurobiological substrates likely to inform mechanisms of transmission across development. The
HPA axis has emerged as a likely candidate for the neurobiological underpinnings of empathy and
callousness relevant to antisocial behavior. This axis constitutes a biochemical cascade initiated
within limbic regions of the brain, which culminates in the production of cortisol from the adrenal
gland (Herman et al., 2005). Cortisol levels are attenuated in children with disruptive behavior,
aggression, and oppositional defiant disorder or conduct disorder (McBurnett et al., 2000; van
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Bokhoven et al., 2005; van Goozen et al., 1998b), and this hypoarousal profile appears strongest in
individuals with elevated antisocial behavior.
Early Life Experience is related to changes in HPA Axis activity (Heim et al., 2008; Tarullo and
Gunnar, 2006). Higher levels of childhood trauma have been associated with volumetric differences
in HPA relevant regulatory brain regions such as the hippocampus (Carrion et al., 2007), amygdala
(Tottenham et al., 2010), prefrontal cortex (Carrion et al., 2009), and through evidence from this
sample, pituitary gland volume (Ganella et al., 2015). These changes manifest in meaningful
differences in cortisol output. Adults who were maltreated as children often demonstrate lower
basal cortisol levels (Tarullo and Gunnar, 2006) as well as a flattened diurnal rhythm (Gunnar and
Vazquez, 2001). These findings suggest that early life experiences shape the way the HPA axis
responds to stress. Early life adversity may be related to the development of antisocial behaviors
given that they share a profile of hypoarousal.
The pituitary gland plays a critical role in regulation of the HPA axis. The anterior pituitary
releases Adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) into the bloodstream, which in turn stimulates the
adrenal cortex to release cortisol (Tsigos and Chrousos, 2002). The pituitary release of ACTH
is partially governed by pulsatile secretions of corticotropin releasing hormone (CRH) from the
hypothalamus (Engler et al., 1989). This results in a pulsatile release of ACTH into the bloodstream
under normative conditions, with frequency of pulsatility decreasing through the late evening hours
(Horrocks et al., 1990). Adult males have increased frequency and amplitude of pulses, resulting
in greater overall ACTH concentration released into the bloodstream (Horrocks et al., 1990). This
marks the pituitary as a critical structure in the biochemical cascade which governs cortisol release.
There is evidence that volume of the pituitary gland relates to cortisol output (Axelson et al., 1992)
as well as playing a regulatory role in efficacy of glucocorticoid feedback (Kooistra et al., 1997).
Furthermore, pituitary volume is associated with behavioral phenotypes with which cortisol is also
associated (e.g psychosis (Garner et al., 2005), depression (Krishnan et al., 1991), internalizing
disorders (Zipursky et al., 2011)). To date, however, pituitary volume has not been considered
with regard to the development of antisocial behavior.
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5.3.3 Genetic risk for antisocial behavior
Genetic influences also play a strong role in individual differences in antisocial behavior and the
heritability of antisocial behavior increases when callous unemotional are present (Viding et al.,
2008). In a genome wide association study of antisocial behavior, with coverage of the majority
of coding DNA, no single SnP reached significance (Viding et al., 2010). A number of suggestive
developmentally relevant genes did emerge for follow up, however, which has led to speculation
about candidate gene approaches to antisocial behavior. The Oxytocin Receptor gene (OXTR) has
been particularly well represented in such studies (Dadds et al., 2014). Additionally, BDNF, the
serotonin transporter, the serotonin receptor [2A], and dopamine receptor [D4] have all been iden-
tified through candidate gene approaches to antisocial behavior (Ferna`ndez-Castillo and Cormand,
2016). In sum, a literature suggesting genetic impact on antisocial behavior spanning twin studies,
genome wide association studies, and candidate gene approaches culminates in a likely high genetic
risk component for this phenotype. Given known associations between the HPA axis and antisocial
behavior, it is possible that the BCL.1 C >G variant in the Glucocorticoid Receptor gene [NR3C1],
commonly associated with glucocorticoid sensitivity (Van Rossum et al., 2003) but never tested
with regard to antisocial behavior, would predict variance in antisocial behavior. The NR3C1 gene
Bcl.1 variant (rs41423247) of the is a C to G substitution located in intron 2, is correlated with the
enhanced glucocorticoid sensitivity and higher cortisol levels (Srivastava et al., 2011).
5.3.4 Sex differences in the HPA axis and antisocial behavior
Sex has emerged as a critical moderator of the link between psychopathology, development,
context and neuroendocrine function (Klimes-Dougan et al., 2001). Antisocial behavior is much
more common in boys than girls (Moffitt et al., 2001). Furthermore, the pituitary gland is generally
larger in females than in males across adolescence (Tsunoda et al., 1997). Sex differences in pituitary
volume track sex differences in cortisol output across adolescence, where girls demonstrate elevated
cortisol levels relative to boys (Shirtcliff et al., 2012; Schreiber et al., 2006; Shirtcliff and Essex,
2008), as well as steeper diurnal slopes and more curvature to their rhythm (Shirtcliff et al.,
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2012). The decline in cortisol across development is less pronounced in girls than boys (Shirtcliff
et al., 2012). Pronounced sex differences in antisocial behavior and pituitary volume coupled
with an overarching theoretical perspective which prioritizes the evaluation of sex differences in
neurodevelopmental pathways suggests sex is a critical moderator in this investigation.
5.3.5 The Current Study
Antisocial behavior is known to have detrimental consequences for the individual, and for society.
From a biopsychosocial perspective, the developing human being is a complex interplay of ecological
and biological forces interacting across time, which manifest in measurable between and within
individual differences in behavioral phenotypes. While broad links between early experience, the
HPA axis, and antisocial behavior exist across development, relatively little is known about how
these relationships mature across development through critical structures such as the pituitary
gland, and with regard to individual differences in genetic profile such as polymorphisms in the
glucocorticoid receptor. This information inform treatment and prevention strategies. We have
targeted longitudinal volumetric analysis of the pituitary gland and the glucocorticoid receptor
gene as potential moderators of the relationship between early experience and antisocial behavior.
Lastly, given known sex differences in both pituitary volume and antisocial behavior, we propose
to test sex differences at each level.
Integrating across this model, we hypothesize that:
1. Increased levels of early life adversity predict increased levels of antisocial behavior longitu-
dinally, in a replication of previous findings;
2. Alterations in pituitary gland volume will correlate with development of antisocial behavior
longitudinally;
3. That the potential relationship between early life adversity and antisocial behavior will vary
with Glucocorticoid receptor genotype; and
4. That sex differences will manifest across these pathways.
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5.3.5.1 1.5.1 Analytic strategy
Hypotheses 1, 2 and 3 will be tested independently, and hypothesis 4 will be assessed as part
of each of these analyses.
In order to test hypothesis 1, regressions controlling for sex and age were utilized to examine
the relationship between childhood trauma and antisocial behavior uniquely at wave 2 and wave 4.
Next, a model of wave 4 antisocial behavior predicted by wave 2 antisocial behavior was run, and
residual scores representing the ’leftover’ variance in wave 4 after accounting for wave 2 antisocial
behavior were saved and analyzed as the outcome of interest to index the degree to which childhood
trauma accounts for change in antisocial behavior over time. In order to address hypothesis 4, sex
is added as an additional moderator across these models.
Hypothesis 2 is predicated upon time points of APSD at waves 2 and 4 and the change between
those time points, predicting pituitary volume at Wave 3 and 4 and the change in pituitary volume
from wave 3 to wave 4. In order to test this hypothesis , a bivariate latent model of change is
employed. This model is fit according to the guidelines for latent models of change specified by
(Kievit et al., 2017) using the lavaan package in R (Rosseel, 2012). The bivariate model of latent
change is an extension of the univariate model of latent change and is predicated upon the idea
that scores on a construct are a function of an autoregressive component and a residual:
APSDi,t2 = APSDi,t1 + ∆APSDi
Rearranged, this provides the basic model of change:
∆APSDi = APSDi,t2 −APSDi,t1
However, the univariate model of latent change provides two additional, critical modifications to
this classic model. The first is to index change as a latent factor measured by the second assessment
of APSD with a factor loading fixed to 1, and the second is the addition of a regression parameter:
∆APSDi = B ∗APSDi,t1
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This parameter is added to the change score which allows an assessment of whether the degree
of change is dependent on the initial assessment (Kievit et al., 2017). The bivariate model of latent
change, in essence, is the univariate model of latent change for two different constructs (in this case,
pituitary volume and antisocial behavior) where the baseline and latent portions are also allowed to
covary. In this framework, a latent variable derived from the second wave of collection, accounting
for the relationship between the first and second waves of collection (specified by regressing the
manifest assessment at wave 1 on the manifest variable from wave 2), and predicted by the manifest
wave 1 variable, represents the slope of change for pituitary gland volume and antisocial behavior.
The latent terms are correlated with each other. This allows for independent examination of
the main effects at each time point of pituitary gland volume assessment and antisocial behavior
assessment on the trajectories of antisocial behavior and pituitary volume, respectively, and allows
us to capitalize on the longitudinal nature of this data collection. See figure 5.2. In order to address
hypothesis 4, this model is re-run within boys and girls, respectively.
Hypothesis 3 is analyzed using the same models as hypothesis 1, with the addition of GR geno-
type as a moderating variable, so that GR genotype moderates the relationship between childhood
trauma at wave 2, at wave 4, and in prediction of the residual variance in wave 4 after accounting
for wave 2. In order to address hypothesis 4, sex is added as an additional moderator across these
models.
5.4 Methods and Materials
5.4.1 Participants
The sample consisted of 94 adolescents (54 % male) recruited from schools across metropolitan
Melbourne, Australia. Participants were recruited as part of a broader longitudinal adolescent
development study (as described in Yap et al., 2008). Adolescents participated in four phases of
data collection between the ages of 11 and 19 (Time 1 (T1): participants aged between 11 and
13 years, M = 12.63, SD = 0.45; Time 2 (T2): between 13 and 15 years, M = 15.02, SD = 0.43;
Time 3 (T3): between 15 and 17 years, M = 16.45, SD = 0.51; Time 4 (T4): between 17 and 20
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years, M = 18.80, SD = 0.44). T1, T3 and T4 included a combination of data collected across
the domains of structural and functional neuroimaging, cognitive functioning, diagnostic inter-
views of psychopathology, and questionnaire batteries. T2 included only diagnostic interviews of
psychopathology, and questionnaire batteries. Measured relevant to the current paper include T1
mother-adolescent interactions, a diagnostic interview, and adolescent- and parent-rated question-
naires, T2 diagnostic interview and questionnaire measures of childhood maltreatment and stressful
life events, and T3 and T4 diagnostic interviews and questionnaires in addition to Magnetic Reso-
nance Imaging scans. The adolescents included in this paper represented those who consented to
brain imaging assessments at T3 and T4. Informed consent was obtained for all participants (and
their parent or guardian) before their inclusion in the study, in accordance with the guidelines of
the Human Research Ethics Committee of The University of Melbourne, Australia.
5.4.2 Measures
5.4.2.1 Antisocial Behavior
Antisocial Behavior measured using the Antisocial Process Screening Device. The Antisocial
Process Screening Device (APSD-SR) is a measure of several dimensions that have proven important
for understanding antisocial behavior in children and adolescents: Callous-unemotional Traits,
Narcissism, and Impulsivity. The total score for the APSD has emerged as the most valid and
reliable metric for assessment of antisocial behavior in community samples (Mun˜Oz and Frick,
2007) and was employed in this investigation.
5.4.2.2 Childhood Trauma Questionnaire
The Childhood Trauma Questionnaire (CTQ) is a well-validated, sensitive and specific measure
of abuse even within in adolescent populations Bernstein1997-ln. Subscales include emotional abuse,




Pituitary Volume by Magnetic Resonance Imaging was conducted at the Royal Children’s Hos-
pital, Melbourne, Australia, on a 3-T Siemens scanner. High resolution structural images were
acquired with the following sequence parameters; repetition time = 1900 ms; echo time = 2.24 ms;
flip angle = 9, field of view = 23 cm2, producing 176 T1-weighted contiguous 0.9 mm thick slices
(voxel dimensions = 0.9 mm3).
Each pituitary was traced by the same investigator who was blinded to participant characteris-
tics. Images were traced using the software ANALYZE 11.0 (Mayo Clinic, Rochester, USA). The
pituitary was defined and quantified based on a previously published technique (Pariante et al.,
2004). Specifically, images were traced in the coronal plane, where the pituitary is best visualized
(Whittle et al., 2012; Garner et al., 2005). We excluded the infindibular stalk from the tracing.
The borders of the pituitary were clearly defined by the diaphragm sellae, superiorly, the sphe-
noid sinus, inferiorly, and the cavernous sinuses bilaterally (Whittle et al., 2012). Pituitary gland
volume estimates were calculated by summing all voxels within the traced region on each slice on
consecutive 2D coronal slices. Volumetric quantification via hand tracing has consistently emerged
as the preferred method for accuracy relative to automated techniques (Hanson et al., 2012).
5.4.2.4 Genotype
Saliva was collected from participants for genetic analysis using an ORAGENE saliva pot
(www.dnagenotek.com). DNA was extracted and stored at Genetic Repositories Australia. The
Bcl.1 polymorphism genotyped at Healthscope Molecular via a Taqman based assay (Wu¨st et al.,




Descriptive statistics for study variables are available in Table 5.2. Initial correlations (table 5.1)
revealed a significant relationship between childhood trauma and callous unemotional traits, as well
as an inverse relationship between the initial assessment of callous unemotional traits and pituitary
volume.
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Figure 5.1: ADS Diagram of Study Hypotheses
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5.5.2 Higher levels of early life adversity predict increased levels of antisocial behavior
longitudinally
The impact of childhood trauma on antisocial behavior was examined individually at each
assessment point. Increasing childhood trauma predicted elevated score for antisocial traits for
participants at age 15 (B = 0.293, p <0.001) and at age 18 (B = 0.203, p <0.001) when controlling
for age and sex. Sex did not moderate the relationship between childhood trauma and antisocial
traits at age 15 (B = 0.092, p = 0.378) or at age 18 (B = 0.026, p = 0.823). In order to determine
if childhood trauma impacted the trajectory of antisocial behavior from age 15 to age 18, residual
scores of antisocial behavior at age 18 predicted by antisocial behavior at age 15 were saved and used
as an outcome of interest in a subsequent model. This “leftover” variance in the age 18 antisocial
outcome not predicted by the age 15 assessment was predicted by a main effect of childhood trauma
(B = 0.086, p = 0.039), but sex did not moderate this effect (B = 0.019, p = 0.825).
5.5.3 Alterations in pituitary gland volume will correlate with antisocial behavior
traits
In order to account for the change over time in antisocial traits and pituitary gland volume, a
bivariate latent change score model was applied for both antisocial behavior and pituitary gland
volume. In this model (see theoretical path diagram figure 2) pituitary gland volume and antisocial
behavior, and the correlation of the latent slopes for pituitary gland volume and antisocial behavior,
are the primary outcomes of interest. This model converged after 120 iterations and there was not a
significant relationship between change in pituitary gland volume and change in Antisocial behavior
(Estimate = -0.7, p = 0.10), and in this most basic framework pituitary gland volume at wave 1 was
not correlated with antisocial behavior at the first assessment (Estimate = -0.8, p=0.14) indicating
a lack of baseline or growth relationships overall. Variance due to sex and age was controlled for on
baseline and slope terms; baseline pituitary gland volume differed significantly by age (Estimate =
0.5, p=0.01) and sex (Estimate = -0.75, p <0.001).
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In order to decompose any potential sex differences in line with hypothesis 4, this model was
re-run within sexes (Kievit et al., 2017). For girls, there was no relationship between pituitary
gland volume slope and Antisocial behavior slope (Estimate =-0.11, p=.8) or baseline pituitary
gland volume and and Antisocial behavior (Estimate = 0.10, p=0.90). However, for boys, the
relationship between pituitary gland volume slope and Antisocial behavior slope was significant
(Estimate = -1.6, p=0.04) and baseline correlation between pituitary gland volume and Antisocial
behavior was stronger than in girls (Estimate = -1.63, p = 0.06), though still not significant.
Variance due to age was extracted from slope and baseline terms.
5.5.4 The potential relationship between early life adversity and antisocial behavior
will vary with Glucocorticoid receptor genotype
BCL.1 genotype is in Hardy Weinberg equilibrium for this sample. In order to test meaningful
differences in BCL.1 moderation of the relationship between childhood trauma and antisocial traits,
G carriers were collapsed into a single group. This hypothesis was interrogated as a series of
regressions, predicting antisocial behavior at wave 2, wave 4, and the change from wave two to
wave 4 in the form of residual variance, with CTQ as a predictor moderated by BCL.1 genotype.
BCL.1 genotype exhibited a significant main effect on antisocial behavior at wave 2 (B = -7.638,
p = 0.028) as well as a significant interaction with childhood trauma (B = 0.306, p = 0.002). See
figure 3.
For antisocial behavior at wave 4, there was no main effect of genotype (B = 0.491, p = 0.906),
nor was the interaction between genotype and childhood trauma significant (B = 0.018, p = 0.883).
Genotype did not explain any of the residual variance at wave 4 after accounting for wave 2 (B =
2.304, p = 0.459) and the interaction between genotype and childhood trauma was not predictive
of residual variance (B = -0.083, p = 0.379).
When considering sex effects, the interaction between childhood trauma and genotype remained
significant (B = 0.277, p = 0.034) for antisocial behavior at wave 2 but sex was not significant in
this model as a main effect (B = -0.662, p = 0.953) or as an interaction with childhood trauma (B
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= -0.032, p = 0.917) or genotype (B = -1.442, p = 0.838). Sex did not exhibit effects at wave 4 as a
main effect (B = -4.43, p = 0.734) or an interaction with childhood trauma (B = 0.138, p = 0.71)
or genotype (B = 3.232, p = 0.718). Sex did not explain residual variance in antisocial behavior
(B = -3.069, p = 0.752) as a main effect or interaction with childhood trauma (B = 0.138, p =
0.71) or GR genotype (B = 3.117, p = 0.641).




In this investigation, we found an association between elevated levels of childhood trauma and
antisocial behavior at age 15, at age 18, and in the trajectory from age 15 to age 18. In order to
expand on possible neurodevelopmental mechanisms underpinning this association, we examined
the trajectory of pituitary gland volume as a correlate of the development of antisocial behavior and
found an association between increasing pituitary gland volume and the development of antisocial
behavior in boys. We further found that the mechanistically relevant Glucocorticoid Receptor gene
Bcl.1 moderated the relationship between childhood trauma and antisocial behavior in children at
age 15.
5.6.1.1 Childhood trauma is associated with increasing antisocial behavior over
time
Previous findings have suggested a link between childhood trauma and antisocial behavior (Reid
et al., 2002). However, many of these studies reflect populations at elevated risk for childhood mal-
treatment (e.g. incarcerated or psychiatric populations) and are cross-sectional in nature (Edwards
et al., 2003). The present investigation extends these findings by offering new evidence that there
is a link between childhood trauma and antisocial behavior in a community-derived sample, and
that this relationship persists over time. The fact that this was a community sample clarifies that
the link between antisocial behavior and early adversity is not limited to populations with ex-
treme levels of early adversity such as institutionalized or incarcerated youth, which have been the
targets of many previous studies. Secondly, this study suggests that the link between early adver-
sity and antisocial behavior persists over time and cross-sectional data may be missing important
developmental components of this relationship.
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5.6.1.2 Longitudinal Pituitary Volume is associated with antisocial behavior in
boys
Antisocial behavior is much more prevalent in boys than girls (Moffitt et al., 2001). Pituitary
volume (Tsunoda et al., 1997) and attendant cortisol output (Shirtcliff et al., 2012; Schreiber et al.,
2006; Shirtcliff and Essex, 2008) are elevated in girls relative to boys. Findings associating HPA axis
activity and antisocial behavior generally predict attenuated cortisol output with elevated levels
of antisocial behavior, though this has only ever been investigated in the context of cortisol as a
summative marker of HPA activity. At least in boys, this pattern was reiterated with regard to
pituitary volume: increased pituitary volume longitudinally is associated with decreased levels of
antisocial behavior. This provides greater resolution into the mechanics of the relationship between
antisocial behavior and cortisol by measuring the mechanistically relevant but novel structural
role of the pituitary gland. Results in females were in the same direction in males, but were not
significant. This may reflect a true biological difference, however, it is also possible that this is a
consequence of the fact that antisocial behavior is both more prevalent and more variable in boys,
leaving more variance for pituitary volume to explain in boys than in girls.
5.6.1.3 Glucocorticoid Receptor Genotype moderates the relationship between
childhood trauma and antisocial behavior
Glucocorticoids such as cortisol bind to two receptor types: the mineralocorticoid receptor (MR)
and the glucocorticoid receptor (GR) (DeRijk and de Kloet, 2005). Peripheral binding of cortisol to
the GR is responsible for many of the better known effects of cortisol, including immune suppression
and cardiovascular regulation. Traditionally this receptor operates through up-regulation of gene
transcription: when cortisol binds to a GR receptor this receptor is translocated to the nucleus and
changes gene expression. More recently, non-genomic GR effects have gained prevalence (Haller
et al., 2008) and these effects seem to have relevance for cortisol regulation, though the molecular
pathways through which this occurs are poorly understood (DeRijk and de Kloet, 2005). The
Bcl.1 variant constitutes a G/C transversion 647 basepairs downstream of exon 2 in intron B
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and is associated with changes in tissue-specific corticosteroid sensitivity, as well as poor feedback
regulation of the HPA axis (Fleury et al., 2003). While mechanistic data remains sparse, several
studies suggest a functional significance of this genotype predicting decreased ACTH and cortisol
response associated with the G allele (Wu¨st et al., 2004). The overall pattern we observed is
consistent with previous research linking Bcl.1 and cortisol output such that the G allele is predictive
of diminished cortisol and diminished cortisol is predictive of antisocial behavior. Interestingly, we
only found an effect at wave 2 assessment of antisocial behavior, and not wave 4. This might reflect
an underlying facet of candidate gene relevance across adolescence, or may reflect that antisocial
behavior tended to stabilize as a trait from wave 2 to wave 4.
There is further evidence that Bcl.1 dampening of cortisol response to psychosocial stress seems
to be strongest in males (Kumsta et al., 2007). We did not observe similar sex differences in
antisocial behavior as an outcome. The ability for any single polymorphism to extend through a
candidate endophenotype such as cortisol to a behavioral manifestation such as antisocial behavior
in a sex specific manner is limited. As part of a more potent test of polygenic risk across HPA axis
these differences may emerge.
5.6.2 Limitations
There are several limitations to the current study. We did not include cortisol as a functional
outcome of the HPA axis, given a desire to go beyond cortisol as a summative index of HPA
activity and to begin to disentangle longitudinal neuroanatomical roots of HPA axis regulation as a
function of early experience and in the prediction of antisocial behavior. Further, we limited genetic
analysis to Bcl.1 given that this candidate gene had the most theoretical evidence to suggest it as
a moderator. Lastly, we are underpowered to embark on more than an exploratory analysis of sex
differences in this sample. Taken together, however, this data suggests a need to resolve the HPA




These preliminary findings suggest that it is worthwhile to move beyond cortisol as a summative
index of HPA function. A recent literature has detailed the importance of looking at cortisol in
conjunction with other developmentally and behaviorally relevant hormones in order to contextu-
alize the biological relevance of HPA activity (see Shirtcliff et al., 2015 and Zakereski et al., in press
for a review). This investigation is built on a similar premise: that a robust understanding of HPA
activity necessitates scrutiny of mechanistically relevant structural and/or genetic underpinnings
of the HPA axis, which can complement the extant literature detailing the activity of cortisol with
regards to life experiences and psychopathology. These investigations must be limited to plausible
mechanistic pathways. We identified two such potential regulatory targets: volumetric changes in
the pituitary gland and a highly relevant candidate gene in Bcl.1. Future research can and should
evaluate upstream regulatory components of the HPA axis as neurodevelopmental intermediaries
which inform HPA relevant psychopathologies. The incorporation of additional genes and even the
potential development of a polygenic score for cortisol output could add significant clarity to this
line of research. Better resolution of this axis with regard to functional outcomes can facilitate
mechanistic understanding and potentially lead to improvements in diagnosis and treatment of
psychopathology. Our exploratory analysis of sex differences along these pathways suggests that
the role of sex differences will be critical in such mechanism-focused investigations. It is likely that




This dissertation is predicated on the idea that the HPA axis changes dynamically from infancy
to adolescence. Meaningful information with long term relevance for health and behavior can be
derived from interrogation of this axis with special focus on the role of context, development, and
functional mechanisms. Each paper in this dissertation extends the extant literature on HPA axis
function in an important and new direction. This discussion will emphasize when contributions
across papers overlap and converge.
Chapter three (The development of the cortisol response to dyadic stressors in black and white
infants) examined cortisol reactivity to a dyadic stressor in 4 month olds and 12 month olds.
Significant race differences in cortisol output across the stress paradigm emerged for the 12 month
olds. The emergent race difference observed in this paper was partially explained by differences in
socioeconomic status and experiences of discrimination. This data suggests that the first year of
life is critical for HPA axis development and that emergent race differences are an important and
understudied component of HPA axis development.
Chapter four (Callous unemotional traits are associated with blunted cortisol and increased
DHEA(s) reactivity to stress) examined reactivity of DHEA(s) and cortisol in 12 year olds with
a history of extreme early deprivation in the prediction of CU traits, and found a pattern of
increased DHEA(s) reactivity and blunted cortisol reactivity. This pattern was moderated by sex
but not institutional care. This paper additionally found that cortisol and DHEA(s) were positively
correlated across the stress induction task, but the degree of this coupling was not moderated by
the presence of callous unemotional traits. This data suggests that DHEA(s) is an important,
understudied component of the stress response system in the prediction of CU traits. These findings
add preliminary support to the idea that DHEA(s) may be especially relevant in girls, and cortisol
blunting may be especially important in boys.
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Chapter five (Etiology of antisocial behavior: novel genetic and neuroendocrine pathways) in-
vestigated the role of childhood trauma in the prediction of antisocial behavior, specifically with
regard to the moderating role of HPA regulatory regions including the Bcl.1 variant of the glucocor-
ticoid receptor and volumetric analysis of the Pituitary gland. This paper found an association in
a community sample between childhood trauma and antisocial behavior. This finding is in accord
with the extant literature, but represents an important extension to include a community sample
and longitudinal data, both of which are critically lacking in many studies addressing the etiology
of antisocial behavior. This paper further found that in boys, increasing pituitary volume was
associated with decreasing antisocial behavior, and that the relationship of childhood trauma and
antisocial behavior in 15 year olds was contingent on the G allele of the Bcl.1 variant of the gluco-
corticoid receptor. This data suggests that antisocial behavior is informed by upstream regulatory
regions of the HPA axis and that refined interrogation of the HPA axis with regard to behavioral
outcomes may be an important future direction for investigation.
6.1 New evidence linking experience and the HPA axis
Evidence linking experience directly to the HPA axis in this dissertation primarily comes from
the Infant Development Study. In a striking finding, parents’ experiences of discrimination mani-
fested in meaningful differences in the cortisol output of their children such that greater exposure
was correlated with increased cortisol output. This difference in exposure to discrimination ac-
counted for much of the variance attributed to race. There are known links between early experi-
ence and the HPA axis in chapters four and five as well. In both the Bucharest Early Intervention
Program (McLaughlin et al., 2015) staying in an institution predicted the most flattening of cortisol
reactivity to a stressor. In the Adolescent Development Study (Ganella et al., 2015) higher levels
of childhood trauma predicted accelerated change in pituitary volume in females. Taken together,
these data suggest that experience is a powerful shaper of the HPA axis.
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6.2 New evidence linking the HPA axis and antisocial behavior
Beyond varying with context, the HPA axis is a critical informant of health and behavioral
outcomes. Evidence linking the HPA axis to antisocial behavior comes from the Adolescent Devel-
opment Study and The Bucharest Early Intervention Program. These findings can be interpreted
as convergent, though they did not employ a conserved biomarker. Both studies suggest the HPA
axis is relevant for antisocial behavior. Both studies support a similar directionality with regard
to the association between the HPA axis and antisocial behavior. However, the BEIP finding of
blunted reactive cortisol to proximal stress and the ADS finding of increasing pituitary volume
associated with decreasing antisocial behavior operate on divergent time scales and at different loci
along the HPA axis. Pituitary volume measured in the ADS study is an upstream regulatory body
of the HPA axis and presumably volumetric differences between individuals would manifest on a
time scale measured in months to years. Cortisol measured in the BEIP study is an outcome of
the HPA axis and putatively changes in minutes to hours based on context. Previous studies have
often relied on diurnal cortisol as a summative measure of HPA function. The BEIP study is novel
in that it indexes reactive cortisol. The ADS study is novel in that it does not index cortisol at all
and instead focuses on volume of the pituitary gland, an HPA regulatory structure. The consen-
sus between these two studies suggests that the relationship between the HPA axis and antisocial
behavior is robust, that changes in cortisol output really are indexing fundamental alterations to
the HPA axis, and that multiple time scales are relevant for disentangling these relationships.
Both the ADS study and the BEIP demonstrated strongest effects in boys. This may be due
to the fact that there is more variability overall in antisocial behavior in boys, or it may reflect a
true, underlying sex difference. With regards to cortisol as a summative biomarker, this finding of
increased susceptibility in boys is consistent with the extant literature. More studies with greater
emphasis on sex differences are needed to adequately decompose the sex by biomarker by behavior
relationship.
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6.3 New evidence resolving mechanistic detail
New details with regard to mechanism come from all three studies carried out in this dissertation.
First, the Infant development study provides evidence that the HPA axis is consolidating social
information over the first year of life, and that information results in meaningful differences by the
time children are one year old. This, in and of itself, is consistent with but does not extend the
extant literature. However, the fact that the social information in question indexes racial inequities
is new and demonstrates the power of inequity within contemporary American society to shape the
development of the stress response. The fact that this is happening in the first year of life adds
critical detail to our understanding of the timing by which inequities such as discrimination may
impact human development.
Data from the Bucharest Early Intervention Program clarified a pattern of hyporeactivity of
the HPA axis associated with callous unemotional traits in the context of a social stressor, but
extended this finding to include reactive DHEA(s). This extends two complementary bodies of
literature with regard to the HPA axis. The first of these existing bodies of work suggests that
interpreting cortisol reactivity with regard to antisocial behavior is contingent on basal androgen
levels (Terburg et al., 2009; Glenn et al., 2011) and this study suggests that it may also be crucially
important to include ( reactive) androgen levels. Secondly, what little work has been done has
mostly focused on testosterone and DHEA and not DHEA(s); this investigation suggests that
DHEA(s) may be an understudied but important biomarker of interest in the relationship between
hormones and antisocial behavior which works complementary to Cortisol.
Lastly, data from the Adolescent Development Study suggests that cortisol is a summative
biomarker that indexes differences at many different loci along the HPA axis. We chose two such
’upstream’ metrics - SnP genotype of the receptor for cortisol and volumetric differences in the
pituitary gland, and went beyond associating them with cortisol as a putative endophenotype and
instead linked them directly to the behavioral phenotype of antisocial behavior. While pituitary
gland volume and GR receptor genotype were likely to contribute marginally to pathways by which
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early experience impacts behavior, we do not think these loci are unique and future studies which
continue this line of inquiry are critical.
In sum, data from this dissertation highlights the importance of looking at the impact of broader
social context as it relates to social information processing cues and highlights that individual
differences in experience manifest in meaningful between individual changes even in infants. Data
from this dissertation also clarifies that cortisol does not act in isolation and that it is critical to
examine cortisol in relation to other neuroendocrine factors such as DHEA(s). Lastly, data from
this dissertation suggests that cortisol may index individual differences in structure across the HPA
axis, such as GR genotype or pituitary volume. Each of these domains of development of the HPA
axis across infancy and adolescence suggest important future directions for research linking early
experience, the stress response system, and behavior.
6.4 Future Directions
There are important implications that derive from the individual contributions, and the overlap,
of the studies in this dissertation.
First, with regard to the timing of experiences of racial inequity, two important points emerge.
The impact of these systematic features of American life may manifest in changes to infant phys-
iology at a younger age than has been previously demonstrated. More studies that examine the
impact and consequence of racism in the United States on the youngest and most vulnerable are
necessary. A recent special issue in Developmental Psychopathology entitled Cultural Development
and Psychopathology (in which chapter three of this dissertation appears) has argued strongly in
favor of this line of inquiry. We need increased scrutiny of racism as a stressor, and we need to
acknowledge and investigate the impact of racism as a stressor from birth.
Additionally, when it comes to the HPA axis, it is critical to acknowledge that cortisol is not the
only meaningful hormone and that cortisol operates, not in isolation, but in conjunction with other
hormones and biological measures. Elevated DHEA(s) reactivity to the stress block in the BEIP
suggests future studies that examine the association between DHEA(s) and callous unemotional
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traits (and potentially broader externalizing domains), and secondly that reactive hormone levels
are an important but understudied metric of HPA axis activity. Taken together, this suggests
the need for stress induction studies that capture multiple hormones with regard to externalizing
disorders. Acknowledging the lessons learned from the Infant Development Study, it is likely
important to characterize these reactive neuroendocrine relationships across adolescence, and not
just cross-sectionally. This calls for longitudinal, reactive measurement of multiple hormones in the
prediction of behavior.
Lastly, in the Adolescent Development Study, we investigated the role of GR genotype and
pituitary volume, but these are not the only relevant regulatory structures of the HPA axis. The
HPA axis begins with limbic regulatory regions in the brain, extends through the hypothalamus,
pituitary and adrenal cortex, and is most often measured through cortisol. However, there are
mechanistic differences that emerge throughout the HPA axis. These differences need to be assessed
in order to take the consensus literature from a place of what the relationship is between cortisol
and antisocial behavior to a place of disentangling how the HPA axis changes with regard to
antisocial behavior. This distinction between examining cortisol as a summative marker of the HPA
to measuring changes in the HPA axis itself can help clarify the often contradictory literature linking
cortisol and health and behavioral outcomes. This study is not the first to measure HPA relevant
regulatory structures with regard to behavioral outcomes and to suggest that these associations
likely operate through HPA mediated pathways. However, we suggest the need for a systematic
interrogation of the HPA axis which incorporates structural, functional and genetic markers in the
prediction of HPA relevant health and behavioral outcomes, which may clarify processes and resolve
discrepancies regarding the role of the HPA axis in these disorders.
Lastly, the critical role of sex differences cannot be ignored. In developmental neuroendocrinol-
ogy, the role of sex has been highlighted recently (Klimes-Dougan et al., 2001). Exploratory evidence
from both the Bucharest Early Intervention Program and the Adolescent Development Study high-
lights this perspective, through conserved findings of stronger relationships between the HPA axis
and antisocial behavior in boys than in girls. While sample sizes necessitate caution in any inter-
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pretation of sex differences in these samples, there is at least suggestion that this is an important
direction to pursue in future research.
6.5 Conclusion
The three papers in this dissertation are complementary and center around the development
of the HPA axis and its relevance for health and behavior. While each paper addresses a unique
aspect of HPA function, there are patterns of overlap which include the impact of early life expe-
riences, associations with antisocial behavior and CU traits, resolution of mechanism, longitudinal
analysis, and incorporation of key individual differences such as sex. These papers each address an
understudied aspect of the HPA axis, and suggest important future directions. The HPA axis is
a dynamic system that changes across development, but it is possible to resolve important detail
about when this happens, how this happens, and what it means for behavior. Taken in sum, the
papers included in this dissertation clarify the role of the HPA axis across infancy and adolescence
in important and novel ways.
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